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-Abstract 
.. 
------~-~-~--Henry James, in-all of his fiction, was so concerned with 
-
matters of technique that the __ only way to view ___ him· -intelligently is 
-as a-precise and scrupulous craftsman. This critics do in speaking, 
for example, about his use of point of view, but certainly that was 
not James's only technical consideration. Carefully controlled 
ambiguity and comedy are just two more of the effects produced by 
James'~ painstaking art, and both of these effects are present in 
,-. ---his stori.es about writers. 
Yet critics have largely ignored thes~ _aspects __ of the stories 
in order to uncover their artistic _statements. Unf ortunate-ly, · by 
ignoring how James said things, many critics tend to distort what he 
- -----·· 
-- --· ·- -·- - . ·--- -----
said. Some critics have attempted to force James's stories about 
writers to fit their own preconceived notions of Jamesian artistic 
"princ:fp-1es," principles they of ten derive from biographical evidence. 
By means of this prescriptive rather than descriptive criticism, many· 
critics have begged the entire question of the meaning of these stories 
and have been forced to regard them finally as flat and colorless 
. ~ allegoties, wr-itten in rather p·reacherly fashion by an author who .~as 
a bit of a fanatic. 
--·--·-·--~--:· 
, -.. "•••-•-·- C··--.-- -~~ . -- --·-~ --- _._:·- _. ·~: __ ··- - .. · -- c· 
•-- ~::___~-----.,·· _________ ffo=crit·ical treatment of -the three -stories d'ealt-with in this - --- -----·- ----~---- -·---· .~--------·-· --~----- . . . . ---·~ 
- ' (_ ~-·- ·-
thesis. (''The L(;!,sson of- the Maste-r," 11!£he---Dea0th---o-f the 'h--±on," and 
"Greville Fane'') can ignore the obvious ambiguity and comedy present 
·in them, for such elements 'disallow simple thematic read·ings_. It is 
,_ 
1 
--1. __ ------·- ... -- ------- -·-··· 
also _necessary.to~consider point of view, for in these stories it-often 
• . r • 
works closely with comedy and ambiguity to reveal complex relationships 
among. characters·,-narrat_Qrs, and narrative voices. 
-Finally, it is important to note that James's use of comedy and 
ambiguity in his stories about writers does not indicate that he was 
either confused about or poking fun at the art he revered so highly • 
. Rather, James' s t~chnique here may be seen to indica.te his ·knowledge 
of what happens to artistic-principle in the hands of naive, petty, 
·-·-----~ 
-
vain, and foolish people. In considering James's technique in these 
stories, I have found that they are indeed rich and complex and th-at, 
far from being a fanatic, if Henry James was counselling his readers 
_ at all, he was counselling sanity. 
•· 
. ·····-··--------
, .. 
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Chapter One 
Critical Overview: The Search.for Theme·· 
An artist--as complex and prolific as Henry James no doubt 
deserves all the critical attention he receives, and James' s stori.es 
about artists and writers have received a good deal of that attention. 
Fittingly enough, much energy has been expended in---a-ttempts to discover, 
in these stories, James's,attitudes toward art and ~rtists. These 
attempts appear to be following the lead of James himself, who 
' . dedicated his life to art and artistic questions. As Stephen Spender 
points out, what James "revered in Life was Art, and one may legiti-
mately add that what he revered in Art was Life."1 James hiaself 9 in 
a letter to H.G. Wells, said that "It is art that makes life, makes 
2 interest, makes importance." James's utter absorption in his art is 
indicated countless times·inhisNotebooks: "Ah, just to let one's 
self go-- at last: to surrender one's self to what through all the 
long years one has ••• hoped for and waited for ••• the-act of 
application and production. One has prayed and hoped and waited, in 
a word, to be able to work more."3 For James, creative composition 
and questions concerning it became his life. 
D Walter:) Wright indicates. 
for example, that when-he was ill and unable to write, James felt 
,, ' ...... 
- --- -- --- - -'--~--=-'--~- -- -.- -- . • - 4 
.~·· , ___ ,_-__________ .. __ .-.r.estless and nervous. 
-~--
____ ...,;._, 
--~----. --------~-_..~ .. --.. ----------
' ----~----~----
--- --~----------..,_ :·:· -- --
----
. Thus, because of James' s own interest in art, much of- the 
c.riticism concerning his stories about artists and writers has been 
aimed at uncoverini'the artistic them.es of the stories in the hope 
3 
;' -._ - ,. 
-~---·· 
''r-<,,:i~··:-~·····;;-·~-,.•<- . 
-------~·- - --~ - --·-
' i 
-
~ 
--Chat. taft~ together• these themes will foza s,mre s·ort of coherent:· 
-Jamesian artistic statement. Yet, with all the att~tion. given to the 
subject matter of the.se stories, their form and the technique James 
employed in writing them have been rather neglected. This neglect 
seems odd, since,· if critics followed James's lead Oil ques£ions of 
fm:m as they seem to have done on questions of theme, they would find 
that teclmique and form were of paramount importance to James. Indeed 
. , 
in "Greville Fane." one of the bad artist's trademarks is her total 
lack· of concern for form. Bad critics, it see•s. ignore it_ just as ·-
totally. 
In their search for theme. many critics, because of James's 
personal interest in artistic questions, have been tempted to read_ 
the stories about artists as thinly disguised autobiog;aphy. Such an-~-
approach is not without foundation. ~ing the late 1880' s and 90's, · 
when he was writing -most of the stories that appear in Matthiessen's 
collection, Stories of Writers and Artists. James faced a critical 
period. its lowest; periodicals were reluctant 
' to accept him; he fe1t he had nowltere left to go with the ~ong novel; 
and the miserable failure of his play Guy~.Daav.ille in 1895 was the 
crowui ng blow. The lack of an appreciative audience was a serious 
matter for James, who was now over fifty. One critic bas s•nawed up 
James' s situation during this time: "These were the . .,:ears when every-
··· _ ··t~:fng se-eined to-- con.spire, to· force J-~es into an artis~ic---self-exawi!]atioa 
a 
-- -~---
-~- 5-------and into.a, reassesS11le'.Dt of his role ind status as a·lia:D of letters.·· 
, 
. . 
Because James' s cki artistic life was at· such a lav ebb during drls 
period• sc111e critics have stated that Ms stori.es about artisl:s are · 
. .- ~ 
. - -·~-~ ,__ . ---- -- -- -------~ 
.,, 
+ .• 
, .. ·. ·--·:·"-·. 
._,,.._ 
- -~. --_--
·definitely autobiographical, whfle others conc_ed_e that at the least 
. ........ ,, 
. 
- 6 James was dramatizing his own problems and questions. 
-~ It. i~t~ue that many thematic parallels exist between Jmn.es''S . 
life and these stories. _Fe>J:" example, the dearth of intelligent 
criticism·is a theme that appears often in the stories and was also 
a real problem to ~ames himself, as Van Cromphout points out: ''A 
literary art as experimental and as full of· perceptional nuances and 
stylistic intricacies as that of James could not possibly be appre-
ciated by_the elegant but superficial impressionistic criticism that 
-reigned supreme during the last decades of his life. And James realized 
this. ,,7 He explored a wide range of topics having to do with the artist: 
his relationship to society, to his family, to his work; the value of 
his work; the r~ading public; journalists and critics; the artist's 
dedication or lack of it; the demands of art; the popular artist; the 
unpopular artist; the price of success; the need for the artist's 
-, - if 
.. 
. 
. . -__ --~ -
,. . 
isolation and the need for the artist to experience life; the relation- .,-----
ship of art to life and of life to art. It is possible to trace all 
of these themes not only through James' s fiction. but also through his. 
per·sonal life and hence t~ gain a valuable picture of the man's ideas. 
Yet, although there is value in a thematic-biographical approach 
to James's stories ~bout artists, it fails to resolve- or even at 
times to consider-- questions dealing with inconsistencies in\fundamental 
-- -·------ -------------~---.-~ ____ -_____ -........ - -------···· . 
-~.. 
. 
, - fictional matter~tn--pfi>t and tone.) To illustrate_the problem,- I 
·-
.--·-v . -·--- ----~ - -
-------"--·------~---- - ·---;----------·--··---- - . 
-
~---------
. 
- ------~---·'.' .,.Q have chosen three- stories _which represent a variety of artistic subjects: · 
''The Lesson. of the Master" (1888), · "Greville Fane'' (1893), and ''The 
-
• 
- • 1.l 
. Death of the Lion'•· (1894). . Critical>sU111111aries. of 'the·se• stories .. will..·, 
5 
f- . 
. . .- ~) . . 
.. 
I' 
' . 
indicate that a mere uncovering of their themes or of their thematic 
correlations with James' s personal life does not lead to an adequate 
understanding. 
I In "The Lesson of the Master,'' Paul Overt, a promising young 
.. _ ..... r .. 
. . ·--i--
writer, is dissuaded from marrying the vivacious and· charming Marian 
Fancourt by Henry St. George, the "master,'' who feels that he has been 
forced to prostitute his art in order to write best-sel1ers to suppQrt 
his wife and children and who wishes Overt to dedicate his life to art 
and avoid the same fate. Overt, obligingly -enough, renounces Marian-----
for art's sake and goes off to Europe to write the great novel. Two 
years later Overt returns, masterpiece in hand, to find that St. 
·-------- ---G-eorge, whose first wife has died in the meantime, is about to· marry 
Miss Fancourt himself. St. George claims that he is marrying her (at 
least partially) to "save" Paul, but Overt nevertheless is taken aback; 
· has he been duped? Whether he has been or not, the reader is left 
with the thought that perhaps, after all, "nature had dedicated him 
8 ----~---·---·---------·----- ------··- . --· [Overt] to intellectual, not to personal passion." 
Most of the criticism dealing with ''The Lesson of the Master" 
aims at isolating and explaining the artistic themes listed previously. 
The major critical consideration in this story appears to be the 
relationship of the artist to society (or, more specifically in this 
case, to a family) and the necessity for the artist's isolation, 
. - -- --, . --· - - - -~ 
------.• --ccc·_..,..,-
------
a~so ~ouched upon b.riefly. The ramifications of the arti.st's r·eta·rtve -- -,1·-· 
isolation have been di$cussed and re-discussed thoroughly. In "The -
--··· -·,· - ··--····~· .. 
Lesson of the Master," the specific issue is whether or not the . creative 
art.1st should marry. The story grew out of a conversation James had 
6 
.. 
--- ---.._~~---·-· -
• I 
\ . 
. a 
---· --- --- - -- - -- - - - -
"So · it occurred . to·. m·e·. that a· very inter·esting .. situation would b.e; that 
·· · - --of an:older artist or; writer,, who has" been, ruined (in his own· sight)· 
by hi.s.·marriage and its"·forcing him·to produce~:promtscuous:iy and 
cheaply~ hfs:. position· in·. regard to·· a· younger: confrere: whom:~he:.: sees 
on th·e brink· of the same disaster and whom he endeavors to ; save, to 
9 
··Tescue, ·. by some act. of bold interference. • • " 
The fact that James himse4.f never· .. ma:rried:. seems · to be· suff·icient 
·· proof for· 'Severa·! critics to· read the··. ·story· autobiograp.hically;~.: . Maxwell 
• 
,, . 
Getsmar sums up t~a-t~t-udes of this group: 11 'The ·Lesson of the 
Master·' was· a st·ory which reflected the ·underlying fear of·: love and 
of: women in theJam.esian"·temperament. nlO The-q.uestion>, however, ts 
· · broader- than, these: critic·s~ indicate-., f or-,·marriage in this context is 
symbolic of thrr normal full and rich life than an arti:'St must · often 
sacrifice~ ()shorn· Andreas· .. makes this point. clearly: love and· marriage 
. requ:tr·e time and ener.gy' that the. artis-t· should rightly -devote t~ his 
. art •11 · This raises the ·que,stion of exactly how···''normal" a .·.11.fe the 
truly dedicat:ed artis·t can live, and the· answer·, obviously, is· that 
lie· can! t live · a !'normal'.' .. life at. a 11. 
The·· subj-e~-of-the·.·-story ·. thus7·::lJeeomes thes tension·between art 
~-and~~l.if:e, .. between th& .. arti·s.t and the.business of' livin·g., ;·Benry St. 
--- - - --
- -~----? 
• - -----_., _________ "]I-;. ______ -~ -·· •. -
- . --- ----
·- t 
• 
. -~- · · ·- ··· it::"cle'at;.:~-enough< tlUlt;~·,be · h·as::=:beeii~.-ar.t±s:t:iccilly ruin'ed by b.:l:s::~ marriage, . 
.. 
::c: e•err'.,"-.though .. he ha·s:.,: .. be:etta:~:mat.erial:lrc:succ:'ess,ful and nowtlooks- .. :'like a _ 
:w,-.. "::.::::,~_!,.• ·u.,.·.k·.·· vr.s· ~~-,,1-b·~o-·ke··.~:•, ...!. - '( .. •p"\'."•""· .. ·_._( l· ·o2.)···•.>.·,.·., .. ,.· ·g·_:/ftit:t'-t:""~e· ·o~o,e· ,,. b· · ·a·s· ,t:,ft;A'·:-:.ib··"''t,'Sr·;,··a· ·b.:~•u'·, ·:'h .·.t.i...-(J!!ii'-J?'in.· ·e· ·e·. ·d·.· .  ··· · . .J. "" ·J L.-v~l\. ,L ,;a;; . 'l,,;·•··w,.\2 .. 4i''l5 '' . ,,,,, liLV· Uv\UI' . ,,, V ·I. - . g_,.,,. . . 
. . 
7 
I 
-
far <iec:ic:aeims... JDMlee,I, 
.. -- - ---~---------'---
,•,. 
wt1fJ:-e i._:t.Jf'. S:tewar t. cla·:IIJS: t·bat: •rne Les.sea e£ tJle: !fastew• 
. . 
Ki!IWS aitaeaat:foa; as, the· way af art:.• s.,,. 11,laciwr s-t:at:es tlwt: tie .,.... ...... -
~o"t.11· a~ the-. am!tist •1s a TEEJ ltBelyc ·plac,e te, he,. £mr ft. is vet:J·· - _ ........... -~ 
_______ . .:....,• __ :.•.:- .... -~ ... ., •... ----·-- -~-
:J;· 
awaermas· «mer · aitlrs malte 
1 , 
--
1!emee: the trme ar-tiSE. is D.eter rea·Jly at~ sf£ from. life. :ht. t:ite- .-:.-- -
- --- : -. . -_ -.. · .. ·~ '---·----·- ·-·· 
'-..-,r---
·- l •. 
:v. 
-· .-· .... ' .... ' 
, ' 
. ·; ., 
... 
-~-·-·········-" ····---1 . 
contact with it. Belen Horne solves this parado~ ~~~ly in her book. 
on James's aesthetics. At some point, she says, the artist must 
withdraw from the world in order to create, yet he must still ~emain 
in contact with life. A distinction can be drawn between life and 
' 
.. 
living. The strain of living is something that the artist must avoid 
. ' 
so as ~o have time for his work; thus, he cannot play an active part 
in soctety. Everyday living is dangerous to the artist; nevertheless, 
experience is. necessary. Horne _ grants .t,iat the distinction between 
life and living is a hard one to make and calls them "the positive and 
13> 
14 negative sides· of the same basic·thing." 
Van Cromphout deals with this rather hazy distinction a bit 
more clearly. Although he basically agrees with Horne, Van Croinphout 
.• ,J·""""" does atte!Dpt_ ~o define more accurately the extent and nature of the 
,- ,•.-11"· .. :;·" . '. " .• 
artist's isolation, calling it a "spiritual independence which makes 
it possible for the artist to dedicate himself unconditionally 
to the creation of art of the highest and finest quality." Van 
Cromphout denies emphatically that the artist is cut off from every-
day life; ·rather he rejects only those worldly things which interfere 
15 
with this art. In1 "The Lesson of ~J1e Master," at any rate, one of 
those things is marriage. 
In. order to represent it well in his art, an artist must love-
I 
-life. Therefore, no matter what the degree of isolation req.uired- -
..:iL--·-.. ·-·--o··--- ---
-·------·-····· .. ·------- .. --·· ~ 
,. . '" 
,_·. 
.,.·. 
• 
-- -.-- ..... -- ·-------·---·- -·~ ---~-
-·- - - . ---- ---
- - -- -- -·- --- - ~ ---
.. 
- . ·-· Elizabeth Stevenson particularly emphasizes this· fact: "Judgment is 
easy for one entirely outside the world and unattracted by it, for· 
ivory-tower craftsmen; bqt James make over and over the important point 
9 
•.. '·-·-· ..... -·--- t 
---·- . . _, ________ _ 
•. -• "i .. 
. . 
I 
. ' 
·that bis artist remains in thewor1d.and is enmaored of it even while 
suffering from it in many practical ways •• 
treatment of the two great repulsive-attractive forces [of living ·and 
making] more central than the treatment by those who are the disguated-
!r.f._tb~life, upon the one band, and those who are the disgusted-with-
16 
art, upon the other .• '' 
... 
·rt:- is - o'bvious that neither Paul Overt nor 
Henry St. George is an ''ivory-tower ·craftsman," for they are both 
tempted-- although with varying degrees of success-- to more worldly 
matters. As Arthur Mizener points out, even though James. was 
sympathetic to the artist's life and disenchanted with the pleasures 
of high society, he does the appeal of the latter full justice in 
''The Lesson of the Master," for Marian Fancourt is very attractive 
17 and displays real charm and intelligence. 
Most of these ideas regarding the relationship of the artist 
to living are derived from the conversation St. George has with Overt 
in Section 5 of the story. Several other artistic themes are mentioned 
in ·that--eenversation, and since those themes can be and, have been 
traced through much of James' s art-£ iction, they should perhaps be 
mentioned here. At one time or another, critics devoted to unearthing 
James' s artistic principles have isolated all of these themes. 
For example, St. George (and critics make it clear " that here . 1 •· 
- ·-·he serves as James's_._mou.~llpiece) stresses the fact that success, be 
' 
. .. ,, .• .,.,.,.' . '" I' 
- .- ·---... ,---··-,-'· -- ,-- -~.~---·~·.,. ---------,c-·--·- -·-·---·--·-·· 
' 
. 
. it popular or critical;··i·s----no indica'tion of---arti-st±c-·merit. ·--3ames . . . 
himself had--~11ttle _faith in either critics or the general reacfing-
publih and wrote, in_ a letter to William Dean Howells in 1884, 
"what is the use of trying· to write anything decent or serious .. for" a 
10 
~. . 
~. . 
·' 
Jic· ··.SB·.· ~. ~ ... : ·, . . 
-···: 
d J t sttai.ght. ~l'JD -~ ·. •. . .. . ,. ' ... · . · .•. 
,,,,... 
. ' 
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artistic .maxims. The main problem. ·then.· arises from the story•·s 
ending, when St. George becomes engaged to Miss Fancourt, since by 
0 
·-doing so he casts doubt on himself and on all he has said, especially 
-
. 
in regard to the artist's suitability for marriage. Did St. George 
(and, by extension, James himself) reilly believe that the true 
artist shouldn't marry, or. did the master just believe that no one 
should marry the girl he was interested in? 
Matthiessen and Murdock express this problem in their edition 
of James's Notebooks, where t.hey claim that the ending "adds an ironic 
twist to the story and makes a neatly finished plot, but possibly 
blurs the main _point by raising an ambiguity and distracting the 
· reader into conjectures about how far St. George's advice to Overt 
was sincere and how far it was dictated by his selfish wish to drive 
. . - ,.19 away a rival in love. 
-
Every intelligent critic dealing with the 
_ story has had to wrestle with this question. Most find St. George's 
explanation- that he is marrying again because he is not a true 
-artist and is thereby ''saving" Paul Overt- unconvincing. J. I .M. 
Stewart goes so far as to indicate that James himself didn't realize 
St. George's seeming duplicity: ''This s~C>ry is more celebrated than 
pleasing. St. George's subjection to his first wife is ridicul~us, and 
his __ presentation of his plight to the younger writer scarcely the 
r- - . ~ .~_ . -···--~-----· - ... 
s•ctified confidence that -James woul~ _se~ to suppose • ..20 It is, "····. -~- : ·. "' 
-· 
. 
·-· ···---.-----.- ---· __ h~eyer, unsatisfactory to wriggle·· .. ,out . ~£ a.-.cr-i.t-ical--d-ileniiHa by 
. - ··---- - ··-·· •. 
-· 
·-·--- -,·~-~ 
.. , 
-- - ,,_ -
_accusing an author-- of unawareness. The bett.er course would be --to-·-·--
assume, first. tha.t James knew what he was_.i_fbout and, second, that a 
· purely t,hematic approach to the story fails to adequately account. for · 
12 
. -· ·-: .' ·.·. 
. -
. .... ..,-,· 
. - - --- - ----- - -- ----- ------
· its ending. There remains an am.bigui.ty which must be -dealt with •. 
- - - ----· - - - __ ... ___ -~ -· 
While the seeming inconsistency in '~The.1 .. Lesson of the Master'' 
results from its plot, the trouble with "The Death of the Lion'' is 
largely a matter of tone-- the attitude of James toward his 
characters. These troubles arise-- once again-- when the story is 
approached exclusively a·s an artistic allegory. In ''The Death of 
;,_".;l 
the Lion," Neil Faraday, a middle-aged writer, is catapulted to faine 
by "literary'' journalistic forces and_ becomes entangled in a social 
world where people hate literature but love popular authors. The 
narrator, a young converted journalist, tries to protect his idol 
... ,-~ but is no match for the awesome Mrs. Weeks Wimbush, a social impresario_ 
-. I 
' P' who lures Paraday into an extended stay at Prestidge,. her country 
house. There, where no one has read his books, where he must share 
the spotlight with the likes of Guy Walsingham (a lady author) and 
Dora Forbes (who wears red mustaches}, and where the manuscript of 
his final masterpiece is lost in transition from Lady Augusta's maid 
to Lord Dorimont's man, Neil Paraday's strength finally gives out and 
he dies. 
The thematic point of the story, then, concerns the relationship 
. of the artist to· society and to the awful stupidi.ty, shallowness, and 
viciousness of the supposedly cultured reading public. As with ''The 
---Les-son-,o-f t·he-Mast-er-,~' man-y-crltf-c-s--have found it easy to substantiate 
-- -
--------------------
- --------I 
! . . 
.. , ... 
I . 
that them~ with biographical evidence~_,_ c;_i~-i~&- James_' s_ immense-a--1...-:-s---,--------::·_-:~ ·---·--·---·---·--
. -. --· ... --· -- ---,.,-~-"---"-·-·'--,--- ____ ... _,..:..:.:-- ----------·,--·-:c.----· - ' 
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satisfaction with what he considered·to be popular neglect of true 
- . -1 .-, 21 - - . 
· artists. The· validity of this approach is indicated. generally by 
i, .. 
' James' s letters and ~ore specifically by his .. Notebooks, where. he- say~< - · · i 
13 .. 
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tnat the theme of •tne Death of the Lian• "would 'fuJve the merit, at 
lea.st, of corresponding to an.iJ11Rense reality a reality that 
strikes me every day of my life. ~. • • The pben~ is t:he one t:hat . 
I 
is brought home to one every day of one's life by the ravenous 
autharaph~lmnters, lion hunters, exploiters of publicity; in whose 
number one gets· the iJaPression that a person· bowing and lo:ving ·the 
22 thing itself, the work, is simply never to be fot•nd." 
" 
Bt•merous critics have thorou.ghly discussed this artistic 
several aspects of it are worth noting. If• in "The Lesson of 
the ~..aster•" Jwnes points out the difficulty of tlte sacrifices tba~ 
lead to the necessary isolation and solitude in which the artist is 
cande1111ed to live, then, in "The Death of the Lion," he points with 
equal r-egret to the dangers the ·artist encounters when Its is 
A 
suddenly forced out of that solitude. Thus, the latter stoi:y presents 
an instance of the dangers the artist faces in a downright savage 
society. 
R .•. P. BJacl1•1r • il'lterestingly enough, contrasts "The Death of 
the Lion" with an•other of James's stories about writers: • 1 The Private 
llf e' is a fantastic statement. • • of the inviolable privacy of the 
man of genius. 'The Death of the Lion' makes a plea for the pro,t:ection 
I 
--- - -···-- ·------------ - ------·-- ------------------------------·-· ···------ ---- ·-··-·· 
. of that privacy• and for much JllOre, on· the ground that if you 
successfully violate it' your genius, if he have no deputy sell to 
. •, . .• .. .- · ... · ··.,23 .. · ... · .- · .. -~ .. -
~J• __ and __ dine, pen.shes from expo.:sure. Here, ,then, s~ty-
--·------· ·-----
vi ct:f wi z es the artist to an ex:t.ent- that - for examp,le, causes Os'bo.t11 
- -~(r~·····"m' 
Andreas to groap the story with others in a chapter Oil "Elnotional 
· - - . . . 24 
· eann,iJtaJ:fsm.• cme of· Jares' s favori:~e thea,es. 
.,. 
s.:f/wrfJ~rl:,. p·.e~ •.. 
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. ___ Matthiessen states that "the whole is shot through with Flaubert's 
----··· :-· j 
. -·,--, -------·-'- ··-·· ---- .. 
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ref rain about 'the hatred of literature. ''' · The violent adulation. 
of a stupid and insensitive public forces a living author into a 
very precarious position, and the narrator express.es the thought--that 
the fortunate author dies without receiving social recognition. 
Even though "The obth of the Lion'' portrays the artist -~s 
society's victim, at least one critic has raised the question of the 
artist's own culpability. Helen Horne notes that ''Paraday is mis-
understood and feels it. But he lets himself be taken over by society 
even though it leaves him no time for his work. Like Henry St. George, 
success has brought a change into his life. He no longer belongs 
26 
completely to art." .Yet, unlike Henry St. George, Neil Paraday is 
not at all attracted to the soc.!.~~~t-~<>rld. Rather, he £ears it and is 
repelled by it, made ill by it. Indeed, R.P. Blackmur suggests that 
Paraday is so distressed by what is happening to him that he actually 
27 
wants to become ill again. Thus he suffers his final relapse and 
dies. Whether such a seemingly far-fetched idea is valid or not, it 
- ' is t~uE!. that Paraday' s guilt, or innocence is a question that the story 
simply does not emphasize. Krishna Vaid notes that ''Par_aday' s own 
lack of resistance to the forces besetting him is neither stressed nor 
suggested with undue irony, , the whole point being his utter helplessness 
in the circumstances: 28 the 'lion' ba"s been tamed." Thus _ unlike 
---· 
Henry ·St. George. Neil Par-aday is--primarily a victim. of __ circumstances 
over which -he has no contro 1.-,- ---7-
l .. 
-
Some of the more minor artistic themes in "The Dea.th of the Lion . •• .. 
• 
-
however,.c1early· echo "The Lesson of the Master," and-, as will be· 
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shown, are repeated in----ttC-rl!Ville Fane," although in that story critics 
have- chosen to treat them as the major themes because no others seem 
to be handy. Specifically,- popular writers, journalists, and critics 
again come under attack. The ludicrous Guy Walsingham and Dora 
Forbes represent writers who aim primarily at popularity. All they 
really have to offer is a gimmick, the kind of claverness that St. 
George ridicules in "The Lesson of the Master''; only here the 
cleverness becomes absurd because of the two bizarre authors. 
McCarthy points out that these popular writers ''have no serious -
concern for the quality of their work and do not base it upon genuine 
experience. Dora Forbes and Guy Walsingham illustrate the complete 
29 separat;~ «;>~- such artists from their product.'' _ Si.tnilarly~ -R~-,-;- - ----
Blackmur claims that these are ''writers of some third se1e, no doubt 
the success sex, -which can alone cope with the assaults of an adulating 
30 
society." 
Journalists and critics are also ridiculed in "The Death of 
. -• -·----- . . - ---'-'--'-·-· '--'-c:...:'---· -
. ~·-~-··" ":':~· ''·""·· .:·----~I'" 
- the Lion," where the narrator, him.self originally one of this infamous 
group, has seen the light and been converted to a true appreciation 
of literature. The journilist Mr. Morrow typifies ''The publisher who 
has only the most superficial appreciation of art and criticism. Al-
though he represents a syndicate of thir~y-seven influential journals, 
he prefers the light, trivial and familiar to any serious literary work. 
• I 
==ae=·~-----~--------=----~---=---~--~--- Such artists and publishers in reality betrayed the public they pr~e~-~~----~---·=--~-- ~~--• • • I - -· ,-- •., • 
-·----------- ----- _______ , 
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-tended to serve.'' Mr. Morrow's paiier The -Tatler is appropriately 
I . I. 
I 
named, for, ~s Wright notes. it functions ''to offer up tidbits about 
the lives of 
32-
men." Thus, as in "The Lesson of the. Master," t . 
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"'· 
the reviewers in "The Death of the Lion" are insens1tive and unable 
to appreciate the real merits of a true work of art. Hence, they · 
concentrate on super£ icial aspects, on cleverness and the private 
lives of authors. 
It is significant that Neil Paraday literally dies as a 
result of the insensitivity and stupidity of the society in .which he 
is forced to live •. This fact, in combination with James's attacks 
on popular writers and journalists, would seem to indicate that the 
story is a scathing indictment of the brutal way_in which society 
-
treats its artists. 33-And yet,~ as several critics have noted, the . 
tone of "The Death of the Lion" is largely comic. James is consta1i.'t-ly 
poking fun at his characters. Just as the ending of "The Lesson of 
the Master" appears to undercut the seriousness of James' s "literary'' 
statement there, so the comedy of "The Death of the Lion" serves to 
-Vil 
counteract the near-tragedy of-its final statement: the death of a 
great artist as a result of his unfeeling, brutal public. The 
· problem of tonal ambiguity has attracted much critical attention. 
S. Gorley Putt, for example, claims that "the tone in which our 
,. 
,~ - .. . . .. 
. • . 
, ' 
~ 
.. ,.~ ···r~ ....., .. ,. __ .....,_ .. .., ............ ~·-··· M"~ ..• - ........ ~--?~~ .. _ ... ::.e . ..;. ___ . ., .. --- - ---~---~ 
sympathy is canvassed is uncertain in its effects,'' and Helen Horne 
--(:,,,. ..... >-.;, • • 
states that ''James' s treatment of ideas here is hard to reconcile 
- 34 with a serious -attempt at special pleading, for the story is a comedy." 
Yet, wliile -i_-t"--{s--impossible to view the story exclusively as a serious 
·literary· ·scatement, it is equa_l~y impo.ssiblEk to ~-strictly as 
-
comedy. Thus Maxwell Geismar complains ab~t the .... ~nglish society -
people: ''Did their .fickle and £littering adoration really have to-
destroy him,, as James envisioned the plot in his notes? Th~ ending 
... 
r····-·--,....,·."--i 
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"35 was too heavy a blow for what was essentially social comedy. · 
The question to be answered, then• seems to be how to reconcile 
the use of comedy in an essentially tragic story. For some critics, 
.• 
the e-ffect--of James 's "The Death of, the Lion" is to emphasize the 
author's self-pity. Apparently. those who feel this way assume that 
James identified himself with the victimized and misunderstood Neil 
Paraday. Curiously enough, James's situation with his public at 
this time was exactly the opposite of Nei1 Faraday's. Yet Maxwell 
Geismar, for example, calls the story "narrow-based, ego-centered, 
and somewhat martyred," and then goes on to note the "sour gr~pe~ . 
36 
of his [James' s] own sense of failure.'' . 
The s.olution to the prob1em. does not appear to be all that 
simple. Putt, for example, although he· agrees that ''the, exaggerated 
shelving of Paraday by tuft-hunters is made so extreme as to smack 
of a certain hysterical self-pity,'' also warns that ''here we must 
judge with caution, for it is never- wise to identify James too closely 
37 
with the tone of his narrator." - The reason for this is that al-
, 
though Jamesian narrators may take themselves seriously, James does 
not always mean for his audience to take them seriously. (See for 
example "The Author of Beltr.affio. ") Wayne c. Booth, in his discussion 
_ --·----------~ ___ of distance and point of view in fiction, warns against a simple 
" . 
identification of author and narrator: "In any reading experience 
-
- there is. an---imp-lied--dialogue among. author, narrator,. the -~her~ ,charac.~ar.-s-,----~ ---~. ,. -
' . - . •. . 
·-·. -~-·-· ·-·-~- ·.··-··--·-
., 
and the reader. Each of the four call rang·e, in relation to each of the 
others, from id~ntification to complete opposit:ion, on any axis of va1ue 
or judgment; moral, intellectual, aesthetic, and even physical. 38 ff • • 
.. ,.... ... . "" · .. · 18 
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The-,--e-rro~_:-of identifying narrator with author in this case 
would be serious, especially if the story's irony is directed even 
·" in part toward the narrator or his i:do-1, Ne:tl-Paraday. This is·a 
question that seems not to have been considered, although there is 
widespread agreement ,that the story's irony is aimed at Mrs. Wimbush 
and company, and the controversy appears to ae narrowed down to 
determining whether the mood is basically one of hysterical self-pity 
or bitter and savage pleading emphasized by cutting sarcasm. The 
reliability and even the exact role of the young journalist-narrator, 
then, have never seriously been questioned,· and, as with ''The Lesson 
of the Master," most of the criticism dealing with "The Death of the 
Lion" is based at least partially on biographical readings of the 
story. Most· critics seem to feel that since James was an artist, 
his stories about artists must reflect his own situation. !Io doubt 
this is true to an extent; yet the artistic statements of these 
stories (at least in the two examples noted thus far) do not adequately 
explain apparent inconsistencies in them- that is, the ending of "The 
Lesson of the Master" and the mood of "The Death of the Lion.'' 
The nature of these inconsistencies is fundamentally ironic, 
and that label has been applied to these stories in a general way by 
many critics. Yet there has been no · real attempt to determine the 
-- ---- --- ------------. ----·--··-·--····--·· ---exact ta~get of that irony, ass1ming there is one, or to reconcile it - ·--···------------··· - -•.. --~-- ---~---- ----------·-~--· 
with the supposed·ly serious artisti~ statements James is making in 
these stories. If these stories do have a serious point to make about 
art, .then the irony in them. 1"hich constitutes their basic· flavo~and 
_, ···-\ -·~ .... '-' ·--.. --... , 
--~--·---L ... -----····· 
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· which seems to be James' s basic technique in them, should not be 
ignored in favor of some thematic treasure hunt. When that happens, 
all too of ten the . rea~ story i~ lost , as in _,the. case of "Gre'!ille 
Fane-,'-' an unusual anecdote which some critics find difficult to· 
stretch to fit the Procrustean bed of their thematic approach to 
James's stories about writers. 
· Greville Fane is the pen name of Mrs. Stormer, a very popular 
and very bad novelist who has just died. The story is being written 
bv a man who is a writer himself and who has been asked to write a .. 
half-column about Greville Fane, "letting her down easily but not too 
easily'' {p. 155). Mrs. Stormer, who "could invent stories by the 
yard, but couldn't write a page of English" (p. 155), was a widow 
and wrote to support her two children. · Lady Luard, her cold and 
selfish daughter, had married into the fringes of nobility and felt 
herself superior to her mother's vulgar writing and impoverished life. 
Mrs. Stormer decided that her son, Leolin, should be trained as a 
•( novelist since the profession was such a lucrative one. His training 
consisted of his experiencing life to the fullest in order to have raw 
material enough for his novels. (His mother knew nothing of real life.) 
As it turns out, Leolin never writes anything; he goes on .experiencing 
at his mother's expense, while she, -meanwhile, must work harder and 
harder to support him. When. Greville Fan.e finally dies, _he:t; two loving, 
children are left haggling over her literary remains, trying to deter- . 
-mine how much money may be got for what she has lef·t unpublished •. 
Many of the artistic themes apparent in "The Lesspn of the 
',., ,: Master'' and "The Death of the Lion" have been noted in ''Greville Fane~' 
20 
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' by numerous critics •. Probably the most obvious ·of these themes· 
is James' s attack on \the popular writer 
is too stupid to assess literature intelligently. Greville Fane's 
flaws as a writer are numerous. She has no conception of art; she r 
has only a knack for story-telling, the kind of clev-emess that 
Henry St. George deplored in ''The Lesson of the }faster.'' Her stories 
,-~-
are vulgar at the same time that they have absolutely no relation to 
real life; she writes exclusively about romance and intrigue in high 
society. She is imperceptive, melodramatic, overly sens:ei~ional, and 
snobbish, and she ha·s bad taste. She is without a doubt not Jam.es's 
39 idea of the true artist. She is a popular writer, the kind who is 
appreciated--by the general reading public and by shallow and imper-
ceptive critics, the same critics found in "The Lesson of the Master" 
and "The Death of the Lion.'' 
In addition to attacking this kind of popular literature and 
those who read it, James is repeating once again in "Greville Fane" 
the theme of the relationship of life to art, for one of the reasons 
'· 
that Greville Fane is such a bad writer is that she has had no real 
contact with life. She is blind to reality despite all her -travels. 
She attempts to experience life vicariously through Leolin, a course 
which, James emphatically indicates, is futile. 
-· 
--------------- -------~ .- -· ·-
·-
~~--· ------
Implicit in "Greville Fane'' is the idea that the true art~i~s!Z.:'lt~· -· --~~~--:::::==== 
-----·- .. ~---·--·----- --
must be willing---to--s-acrific~!:.-~~cess (in th·i~-- part.icular case. the 
success is financial) to artis.tic principle. Helen Ho-me points out, 
·for example, that, according to_ .James,. "the struggle tor ·financia1. 
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. . 40·· S11Ccess is not worthy of the artist. 0 . ·· Such worldly considerations:. 
-interfere with the artist's true goals. The popular, successful 
-
artist is further hindered because he has no time, no privacy, a fact 
brought: sharply home in ''The Death of the Lion" but also indi.cated in 
"Greville Fane." Markow-Totevy claims that James is "critical of 
authors who pander to the taste of the moment, whose ambition is success 
at any price. According to him• only work carried out in silence 
and patience, away from the clatter and the temptations of the world, 
guarantees an a_uthentic artistic achievement •••• But James thought 
it unfortunate that the true artist should remain ,mrecogrr,ized. 041 
Thus in ''Greville Fane " James illustrates the type of author who . . ' 
receives popular acclaim: a vu.1gar and stupid woman. That is the-
point to which a sµtple reading of the st·ory' s artistic statement 
takes us. 
- Yet there are certain ambiguities that such a reading raises. 
The most important: and obvious of these is that, despite the fact 
that Greville Fane represented the kind of artist that James supposedly 
· loathed, there is gentleness and tenderness in his treatment of her. 
< •••• 
.,, ..... t• ,, •k 
The narrator pokes fun at her; yet at the same time he feels sorry 
for her and tries to protect her: "Grevi11e Fane_ kept through all 
her riot ___ of .. ab$1rditv a witless confidence that should have been as . . 
. 
-
.. safe from criticism as a stutter or a squint· n ··· (p. 161)>.. The tone is 
treated as a small child. She is laughed at; she is not taken 
seriously; F.O. MattM.essen and Helen Horne both point ont,:. howqer•~ 
. . 
.,. 
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that although James handles Greville Fane tenderly, his portrait.of 
42 
her as a bad artist is painfully thorough. 
~J.Ost critics seem to view the tone of the story in this W'ay, 
although s. Gorley Putt views it as pure invective. He speaks of 
''the sour charity bestowed upon her [Greville Fane] by James in his 
most Dencombe-like mood" and "the tell-tale tone of James' s direct 
commentary; even when he seems to be sympathetic towards the personifi..;-
cation of the prostitution of the novelist's art, he cannot avoid the 
perspective of that aloof prim distance. • • • If he wished to evoke 
43 genuine sympathy for Greville Fane, this was not the tone to use." 
However, Mr. Putt's complaint seems to be that the sympathy evoked 
for Greville Fane is ambiguous; it is not 11genufne-''; the "charity" 
is ''sour." By stating that James used the wrong tone to evoke genuine 
sympathy. Putt is atttibuting a motive to James that may or may not be 
accurate. Perhaps the real goal of the tone of "Greville Fane"·is 
ambiguity. At any rate 9 that is its result. In addition, Putt 
fails to distinguish between James the author and the narrator -of 
the story, who· is after all only a character of Jam.es' s own invention. 
It has already been noted that the thoughtless identification of 
author and narrator can be a serious error, yet here Putt speaks of 
James's "direct commentary" while the entire story is told in the 
first person, by a narrator.· Thus there is the need to determine 
~·· 
. ' 
,r 
' 
-
- ---·-~ -· ' --~ whether the coldness and alooflless Putt mentions are the narrator!:s or 
James' s.·-1I'liis decision being practically impossible to make. another 
ambiguity is uncovered. If James does not share the attitudes.of 
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his narrator, the latt-er's condescending attitude toward.Greville 
Fane becomes subject to speculation: How much right does this persQit 
have to judge the artistic standards 
only trying to support herself and her children the only way she · 
knows how? 
Whether such a question is_valid or not, it seems obvious that 
a great deal of sympathy evoked for Greville Fane is .. _ a result of the 
shabby way her children treat her in the light of all the sacrifices 
she makes for them. This "mother'' plot, according to James' s 
Notebooks, was the real germ of the story, suggested to James by a 
conversation: "I heard some time ago, that Anthony Trollope had a 
theory that a boy might be brought jp to be a novelist as to any other 
. -- ------ . -
trade. He brought up-- or attempted to bring up-- his own son on this 
principle, and the young man became a sheepfarmer, in Australia ••• 
It hereupon occurred to me (as it 
44 
make a little story upon this." 
has occurred before) that one might 
- .. This is exactly what Greville Fane 
attempts to do with Leolin, and she fails just as miserably as did 
Trollope. The notebook entry indicates that the germ of the story 
is the mother plot, not, as many critics seem to indicate, the popular-
novelist plot. Surely, then, the mother plot deserves more critical 
attention than it has received. ·As with "The Lesson of the Master" 
and "The Death of the Lion 11 ''Greville Fane'' is more complex than a ' 
-
-
-- . 
- simple readiiig~-of its art3;;stic themes indicates. ---
·~ 
·-· . Muriel Shine appears to be the only critic who has devoted 
much time to the investigation of the mother plot in ''Greville Fane,'' 
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and she has done so only because she is working ·outside the context 
of James'sstoI"ies about artists~ rn·The·Fictional Children of Henry 
James, Shine sees a parallel between Gr!!ville Fane's failure as an 
artist ·an_dher failure as a mother: "The deluded mother sees her son 
through a mist of unreality just as the misguided novelist sees her 
fictional characters through a mist of sentimentality. The 'system' 
she had devised for her son's education bore the same relationship 
to the actual world as the adulterous--duahesses and mustachioed 
- ----- --
-- 45 
guardsmen who p~~p__led ___ her fiction." Mrs. Stormer's delusion is 
indicated clearly in the story: ''She loved the young imposter 
[Leolin] with a simple blind benighted love, and of all the heroes 
t of romance who had passed before her eyes, Ile was by far the brightest'' 
(p. 163). 
Yet, as Shine indicates, the mother plot includes more than 
a lesson on how not to raise an artist, for Greville Fane has a 
daughter also, and her education is undertaken at the finest schools 
possible. Nevertheless, Shine says, ''while Ethel was given the form&l 
instruction that Leolin was denied, she was never, either by precept 
or example, taught the basic decencies of human relations. Because 
~' Greville Fane- is essentially nothing more than a 'clever, and vulgar 
and snobbish' woman, her daughter is given the wrong set of values by 
-.·--~-,--·-
.,. 
. 46 ~ . which to _l_iye_._~!- · Perhaps Greville Pane's· biggest fault is a failure · 
-. 
- in perception. Sne is unab 1-e -~o · see beyond her own delusions, · and 
---- -·--·--- - -- . ..:------- - ·-··- ._, ... -- . ----·- . --.-.----·--- • or"-
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without clear vision it is not possible to be successful e·ither as a 
mother or as an artist. 
0 . 
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__ of !frs, .• Stei:aer•s faults and fail11res, however-. - . 
ma1,ao-es to evoke fram the reader se,aae measure .of ?J±t.v for her. 0-
... "'1' 
Part: of that feeling resttlts. frm the fa.ct thai: it is easy to view 
Greville Fane as a victim of her selfish children.. 
far exawp1e, i1l a chapter entitled "Eltoticmal Camii:halism," grot1p.s . . -~--- . ---· t; 
. 
47 this stozy with ochers t1¥ader the theme of parasitism. - Leolf:n mav 
... 
i·ncleed seem a parasite, lirlng on. the earnings of his 1BOther until 
she eventually dies of exhaustion. Unlike -Weil Paraday, Grevil.le Fane 
is aot victi:m:f:ed by her reading lftihllc, aithou.gh ·there is men.ti~ of 
her hav i·ng to work harder and harder to 1Mk:e enough. moaey. She is 
arouse s11:111wrthv for her as an artist too, '08.rt:fallv bv means of t:JJe - .... .,. ;,;. .r ., 
.. 
..._. _. -·· .. ·----- --:'~,_,__.-- ~--:-----..·:-=--
nat1ator's good Jnt1wr.- im:elligence, and sensitivity. 
- ---·- .. ------· ------ . --- --- ' -
-
·-~ 
does J'ames have his narrator treat a foolj sh ~ 1 --... , and S11obhish 
-· ~ -~a..L 
Greville Fane? Given .James's t:hese themes which 
-
critics bave gone to such pai:DS to di scaver in his stories ahmit 
·• 
writers and artists- Greville Fane is undoubt:edlv awful.. Yet n--f·ven. ~ 
.e:..L. 
- - -·--- - - ----- - --- - f---
the na1:zatar • s tone and Mrs. Stamer• s rlct:bri zatirm. as a ~, ve 
- -- -- ······· -·----·- ,_.,_. __ -
--~------ ----
ca,mot. he1p feeli·ng sympathy far her:. 
-
·--·----~- ~-------···- -- --
si,mfJ:ar probl, ,,s.. For each stozy. ... ·l!'t~ ....,...,1!'!' ~-~
~---.,J--4:-. ~-.. ~ .. ---·- . 
..,, - . '-· - ····;···;-----' ~·---:--. 
·ci 
\ 
' . 
' the tragi.c, Yet that tragedy and seriousness are undercut by a light-
hearted twist of plot, or absurdly bizarre characters, or a witty~ 
ironic tone. Markow-Totevy sums up the problem by saying that "a1-
though the cases selected for treatment are essentially tragic, they 
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are written in the manner of light, entertaining allegories." These 
inconsistencies leave the stories wrapped in an atmosphere of ambiguity. 
Yet to assume that James merely intended the stories to be ambiguous 
seems to contradict what we know about his fierce dedication to and · 
love of art. He felt strongly about the subject; why should he 
write ambiguously about it? Art was a serious matter for James; why 
should he write comically about 1 it? From questions such as these, 
the--necessity to resolve the obvious ambiguities in these stories 
becomes evident. · 
.. _..:......~ .... , ... ; .. ·----.:. 
-·· .:.---. • ._.c•••,•.••• •, 
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Chapter Two . 
Critical Dead-End: The Fable of the Artist 
. . . -··· .i 
Those critics who attempt to deal with James's stories about 
artists and writers on a purely thematic level,. ignoring their form 
and technique, run into an even more fundamental problem than a lack 
of ability to resolve the stories' obvious ambiguities. By treating 
t·hem as mere expressions of Jamesian ar~istic theory, critics are 
f creed to condemn the stories because they are not realistic; they 
are flat allegories and fables·;·· James is merely preaching at his 
readers. Thus. ironically' after imposing a one-dimensional 
thematic reading on the stories, critics object to their flatness. 
Such circular reasoning is obviously pointless and meaningless; yet 
many indulge in it. 
Maxwell Geismar, for examp1e, while objecting to the unqualified 
praise heaped upon James, accuses him of not allowing his characters 
free will, of using them as mere puppets to express his own ideas: 
"James has been praised ••• for having removed ·t.he 'auctorial 
pres1111ce•· of the nineteenth century novelists from the novel fonn. 
But the 'points of ·view' or the 'centers of illumination' which he 
substituted were all completely James's point of view. Behind them 
-··-he lurk~d~ he plotted and planned- and ·schemed, more despotic and 
-
. ' • - -- . ,- -'· .,..--c. -- c:..-------------·-----· .,; ___ ~ ___ .:...._-_: ____ ,._. ___ ..:-~.-~.:......:..~~------,--,------~---.--~-~---------
-
;;.;..;.; .  =-: .. .;...;_ . ...;:_-~___c__.--c:--'-·ffd±ctatorial.· than any: old fashioned. n~elist •••• No characte~ in 
the later James fiction ••• can lead either a normal or a full life 
.· ;,.. because James was in absolute control of their behavior, their t·hougli:t~,~ 
. )'' 
. ' 
· .. !"'"'"'"'-----·. ·····-...... ~-¥ 
1 
their being. It To an extent, the question of fictional· 'free will 
is absurdly academic, for i.t is obviously impossible for a created 
character in a work of fittiQn_ to possesa__an_y free will. What Geismar 
is actually arguing about here- or what he should be arguing about-
--····-·-····-- ... ----~--
is the extent to which Jamesian characters appear t-'o the reader to 
possess free will within the context of the story. Yet to validate 
- his claim, Geismar, like many other critics, goes outside-· the con-
text of the story, explores James's personal life .and beliefs, and 
thus arrives at the conclusion that the story is not ''realistic'' 
~----······-·-··--··· -· 
because it serves as a vehicle for the expression of ideas that exist 
solely outside the story, i.e., in James's own mind. Thus, Geismar 
is judging absolutely what should be judged only relatively. 
In addition, he overlooks the possibility- mentioned in 
Chapter One- that James views any of his narrators ironically, and 
that possibi1ity is indicated by at least some of the ambiguity in 
"The Lesson of the ~Aster," "The Death of the Lion," and ''Greville 
- Fane." 
· Nevertheless, many critics echo Geismar' s remarks about the 
-· 
.shallowness of these stories, and the reasoning processes by which 
--~----
they arrive at their conclusions seem similar: the use of biographical 
--------·------··-----·--·-·. --·-- -··-···-·- - . -
- ~. -------- ... -· -
evidence to correlate James's pet"_sonal attitudes·with those found_in 
the stori~s. s. Gorley Putt thus accuses James of -choosi:ng-~·s- -
-~-~-----·-·-·-- .. ·--------"'""" 
- ,, 
--·-------·. -·····--·····-
- - ~h~~_c1cters "not for their ·repr~sentative life, but f.or some-corres-L--=----c-c~..;.__....--
pondence with bis own·· i1IIJDediate artistic problems, for some aptnes~ 
as mouthpieces for literary theses, or simply as maJlllikins denoting the 
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,,-- ·:.:the::· .. ;t-ime, .. into'. .. dia,grammatic".fi·gure·s,··who.illustrate·an::attitude-~·to 
-~ 
-_ 2 
.Llife\rather than a way< of· living." -Obviously,. Putt 's·:.mention:· of 
, ::a~es' s. ''immediate/ arti·stic·probiems"~- demonstrates· .t:hat,;~,he'::, is 
,pi1iiing--:, material" out,: of< dames' s. pe-rsonal·:. life. 
· --Several· opinions . have:- been: offered:; as --- to the'. direct:~ cause 
· --_of·· the~ lack··· of reality' in:.·james' s·· stori~s about··arti·sts,· and: al.le of 
·- · th,ose,···-opinions··,·have their ·roots in James' s personal life. .-- R.P. 
-_ B,lackmur, · for>~example, .claims· that· ~lames' s -·artistic . allegories~:were 
a. direct·, result·-- of. his ·own passionate~: dedicat·ion·· to:··:· ·a.rt: · uJame'.s:·:" as 
.,, an·: artist was above all a man of faith.__ But·>complete faith;:t·ends:: to 
-- _ run to·, fanati,cism·, and narrowness ••• · · So··_ it·::was· with· Henry--James •.•• 
· · as" his, faith,-· increased he· came:', less·~,and __ less., to:'. make· fict±ons·~ of:·-people 
-·.and•·-more'· and· more to malce .fables,----- to draw·i: parables, -- for· the .. ulterior 
3 
· p·urposes · of his. faith." -StepJl~~ -Spender,- on the·: other:\hand·,·· points 
, · to•3ames's· lack of·popular.success, claiming that.hisfrustrations 
--With: his au,dience<. led· him: to: :ignore them:,.and··- to·:. ret:reat into. his·--own 
- .~ special~world,'· and hence·. the::gap':·grew ~'b'etween: the·· life which=· he·;had 
- •,h••------ ---- - ---- --------·----------- -- ----- -------------
\_· l 
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charges of unreality that have been ·1evelled against him by claiming 
5 that the stories are all ironic. 
Other critics, like Spender, accuse James of living his life 
V ~ 
in an unreal world. Vernon Louis Parrington, for example, says that 
"Henry James was never a realist. Rather, he was a self-deceived 
romantic, the last subtle expression of the genteel, who fell in lQve ... 
with culture and never realized how poor a thing he worshipped •••• 
-His characters are--only. projections of his brodding fancy., externaliza-
6 tions of hypothetical subtleties." Similarly, Van Wyck Brooks claims 
that, with his characters, "as with pawns or paper soldiers, he [James] 
devised his iabyrinthine game. What interested him was not the figures 
7 but their relations, ,the relations which alone make pawns significant.'' 
Both Parrington and Brooks, however, although they do accuse James of 
unreality, at least do not make the mistake of believing tha~_J'~~~~ 
simplified real life, as do those critics who accuse him of writing 
fables and allegories. His stories of writers and artists are 
-- - ~--·------·--~-·-------------
everything but simple; yet those critics who choose to overlook their 
ambiguity and irony are apt to miss their subtlety as well. 
Fortunately, not all critics oversimplify the stories. Some 
even find that there is something of reality in them. Elizabeth 
Stevenson,· for instance,···· notes that "since James is not a philosoph,er 
. 
- i 
I .. , _, ~ 
but a novelist, the treatment -of the conflicts is not upon a discursiy~. · · 
---- ----------,--------·-~-----~- - . - ------- .... ,._ ... ; .. - .· .. ·.: .. ~--- -----/0~- -.---- ~ -- ~-
-- "c=..-'----'...;.~'---""-~=-:_c..c.-..:......:..::,·..:,_.=-__.:.: , ,-······-. ·::,.c..c...oc..c..:..-"'~'-'-~--.a.-=.-:;.-.-.c.·.•-·-;.a......a.'"°'.,-...... 
- ~-~- ~·----
---
-
-
ide~i~zed plane, but upon the embarrassed, actual leve.l of living. 
Money is, for instance, a real thing for the h,:nnan being who happens 
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In two of_ the- three stories tli.scussed in Chapter· 
One, money is indeed a very real problem for the "artist. The difficulty 
of Paul Overt' s deci-sion in "The Lesson of the Master" and the tragedy · 
of Greville Fane 's position are both aspects. of the- problem that are 
stressed by James. Despite the fact that many of James' s heroes do 
--
not need to be concerned with such mundane matters, in his stories 
about artists James concentrates relatively hard on the problem of 
financial success, for it is one of the real temptahions that the true 
artist must overcome. 
In James's own lifetime, critics oojected that the ·characters 
in these stories were not based upon real people. Yet_ Harold 
McCarthy states that ''when pressed to name the actual writers who were 
represented by such dedicated artists as Nei1 Paraday, James replied 
that he could not do so, that they had been drawn from the resources 
of his own mind •. Actually, this was not entirely the case, as his 
9 correspondence with young writers indicates.'' Whether or not there 
is adequate evidence to indicate that James's characters were based 
on actual people, James felt that the. situations in his stories about 
artists were essentially true- ones--. 'l'hu~ he states in his Pref ace 
to "The Lesson of the -Master," "I can't_ tel1 you, no, who it is I 
(:, 
'aimed' at in the story of Henry St. George; and it W011ldn't do for 
---.. -.. -----.. --~··-· 
--me to name his exeDlplar public1J_eyen were_I ___ able. But I none -the - - -. . - - . ....__. _· . . . . . - - .. -
-l~~s-_ maintain- his situation to have been in essence an observed. ~~~.--
' " ---·--------·------·-·--··--···--~- ..... - . l n ----------··-····----·-········-· . .. . .. . -- --------,- ;\;,I~ 
r~lity." Throughout: the Preface, James defends. himself convfnc.in.gltJ' 
aga~:fnst charges of un.reili~y. 
:•· 
:;:.,;:_··. 
- .•.. ---- - ---. ------.....·-·,-- -
·-----·-----~------',-=---,----~ 
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- ' . The only critic to directly counter the charges of those 
who view these stories -as allegories is Richard Poirier. In contrast 
to Maxwell Geismar, he says that ''precisely because his· mind was 
saturated with ideas, James feared lest he used characters merely as 
illustrations of them. In this we find the central dilemma of the 
early novels. It was James' s in the act of writing, and it plagues 
his characters in their relationships with one another. The question 
is felt on every page-- who is exploiting the life of another human 
being? Or, ••• 'Am I guilty,' James seems always to be asking, 'of 
violating the dramat;c freedom of this character in order to place 
him in some system of meaning? ••• James's relationship with his 
major characters involved a very painful moral scrupulousness. He 
J .... ~ 
was terribly afraid of denying to any of them the fu1·1est opportunity 
.... £ or self-dramatization, of limiting their freedom of expression by . 
defining them too categorically." Yet, Poirier admits, James was 
given to categorizing and defining characters and personalities, 
. · 11 and this formed the essence of James's own inner conflict. The 
question to be answered then, is how he resolved hi.s conflict; how 
he preached at the same time he dramatized. 
Those critics who accuse James of being unrealistic and 
. itll..eg_or.i.c_a::i~ __ haye_*- ___ f_o_r ____ the ___ :most .. part, chosen to use only · those· pieces 
of James' s life and ·personal philosophy that fit neatly into their •. --
- --· --~ . ··-----· --·-··-----·------"--'-·---•---------•- -- ··- ..e......·------·-··-.,.- - --- --- I • 
·-
_ • --- , .. .a..-----·•-!:...-•---~·~-~·,_,.,. ......... ,,.-..__..,..._~.~·c••--~·---+--,.-.- -7• .. ··" ' 
.... -· ... ··- ... --·-- · ... ---- ---·schemes 
,. 
. '" - . They have, for-- instance, largely ignored the fact tha~ James ,, 
. -
believed thorough~y in the c_losenass of the art-life relationship, a . 
belief that surely would necessitate his striving for realism. In 
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numerous places, James indicates that the task of the novel is to 
represent life; __ among those places is his well known ''The Art of 
F·iction." In "The Life of George Eliot'' (1885), written just before 
he began his stories of writers and artists, James takes that author 
to task for viewing the novel as ''not primarily a picture of life, 
capable of deriving a high value from its form, but a moralized 
. l 
· 12 -----fable, the last word of a philosophy endeavoring to teach by example." 
·, "' 
_If James felt justified in accusing George Eliot of not being true to 
life when mo-st critics have praised Middlemarch for its accurate 
picture of the life and times, it is. obvious that his own standards 
of reality are more subtle than the norm. Again, in ''Ha~rthorne" 
(1879), James accuses that author-- perhaps more understandably- of 
the same thing: ''The, faults of the ~book [The Scarlet Letter] are, to 
my sense, a want of reality and an abuse of the fanciful element-- of 
a certain superficial symbolism. The people strike me not as 
characters, but as representatives, very picturesquely arranged, of 
a single state of mind. · ••• They [characters in The House of the 
Seven Gables]. are all figures rather. than characters- they are all 
pictures rather than persons •••• They are all types, to the author's 
mind, of something general. "13 One might argue that James himself was 
unable. to overcome the problems he saw in these other authors. Yet 
the -majorit~'c.of~_cr.itics.~seemto maintain that=""James se~_out 
-de-liberately to allegorize, and that is definitely an ·unso_und-. opinion.·· 
~-----~~~~-~~------------- ---·--· ... -· 
... -----· 
It has already been noted in Chapter One that James felt the 
artist had to. experience· life fully .. if he· were to .wrtte· about .it 
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r ealisti call y • although some of the stories about artists do indicate 
that that experience of ten needs to be qualified in order for the 
artist to have time to work. Nevertheless, James indicates his 
-
personal belief in the necessity for the artist to experience life in 
numerous instances. - For example, in a letter to Hugh Walpole, James 
writes, ''We must knaw, as much as possible, in our beautiful art, 
yours and mine, what we are talking about-- and the only way to know 
is·to have lived and loved and cursed and floundered and enjoyed and 
suffered. I think I don't regret a single excess of my responsive 
youth-- I only regret, in my ~hilled age, certain occasions and 
- 14 possibilities I didn't embrace." Those critics who use James' s 
personal beliefs as their basis for an allegorical reading of these 
stories should not overlook those beliefs-- such as the ones above--
which contradict their point of view. 
,.,._ . .,,,• ··,-{''"'-<I''""•·• 
. . . ' ' 
It is easy to read the stories about artists as unreal 
allegories if they are vieW'~d merely as expressions of James' s 
artistic beliefs. A surprising number of critics do this despite 
the ambiguity and irony present in all of the stories. It has al-
····---~--- ·-·~· ~. ,.-....·--·~- . 
ready been noted that, largely because of its ending, "The Lesson of 
-
,v the Master'' presents a rather ambiguous artistic statement. Does 
-Henry St--. George (and James) mean what he says about the necessity _______ .. 
:;;..;_;._::; -~-~----- - ... 
of the artist'~ isolation? __ Is -·James po_k_ing _fun ___ at· St. George's- -c;..,,-
- -
----- ·-· 
,. ' -- _- -- - -·----
--- .. ,- ---··----·-----~-----------·~------·--,- ----.,. -- ---- --
-- .. - . - ----
- -------- ------·-------------------------- -
or-- at Pau!--Overt' s gullibility! _ Or at both?-- These-~-~:-=_:_=·----'-. ---'--------4 pretentiousness? - -
are only some of the questions that the story leaves unanswered; yet 
R.P. Blackmur calls it ''surely the clearest, most brilliant, and 
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. 15 most eloquent of all James' s pleading fables of the literary life.'' 
Surely, it is clear only if it is read purely on a thematic level, 
c\ 
without regard to James's tone or technique. 
. 
- . . ... .. . --- ·--.,----·-·· --~-- -Again, if one disregards the bizarre, almost .hysterical comedy 
- ·- - ---- ·---~---------
of "The Death of the Lion" and the ambiguity raised by the juxtap·osition 
of that comedy with the story's tragic plot, it is easy to read it as 
an artistic allegory. Van Wyck Brooks complains that the action of 
·the· story does not correspond to real life, his analysis o.f the action 
being that "a great author. dies in a country-house because he is. 
afraid to offend his hostess by going home. "16 Even if that were the 
sum total of the story's plot, which it is not, Mr. Brooks is wrong 
in saying that the action is unreal, for within the mad, bizarre 
world of art that James has created, the actions make perfect sense. 
X The exact effect of that exaggerate and ironic world is another 
question. 
Nevertheless, James defended "The Death of the Lion" against 
charges of unreality vehemently and at length in the Preface to ''The 
Lesson of the Master." Although James coul_dn' t say "who in the world 
I had in mind for' a victim, and what in the world for a treasure, 
so ·sacrificed to the advertisement not even of their own merits but 
of-··-a11 ·sort:s of independent, or really indifferent, exhibitory 
· ----· egotism, as the-practically harried and huntea Neil Paraday- and his" 
-··--- --------
-····-- -· _._ - . - -
--- -~- -- --- -· -b.orrowed, br~disbed, ~d-the-n-fina-lly- mislaid· manuscript~~~~ m 
equally ~~ident of having agt4:~ and again closely noted in the social (! ' " 
air all the eleaents of such a <lrama. 
·' 
.. 
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Hadn't one again and again, 
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caught 'society' ill the "f'.eey' _ •~,~ . _of . Jl.Pt .... e.a:ting in the 1east what 
lllight become of the subject ••• so long as the social game might be 
·' 
' played a little more intensely, and if possible more irrelevantly, by 
this unfortunate' s aid ?"17 Thus, as with "The Lesson of the 11aste~ ~ .. 
James. claims that ''The Death of the Lion" is in essence a true story. · 
Although it comes under the general accusation levelled at the 
stories about artists, no critic has specifically accused "Grevi1le 
Fane" of being an allegory or fable. Tlµtt is fortunate, for such a 
charg~, although there may be some foundation for it in what we know 
about James's personal attitude towards popular writers, it is almost 
impossible to support by means of · the story itself. The essential 
ambiguity and complexity of Greville Fan.e's character prevent such 
a simplistic reading. Although allegorically speaking ~xs. Storm.er 
may deserve the hard, cruel life she rec·eives, James's tone is such 
that the reader is actually forced to feel sympathy for her on 
several counts. Complex characters, irony, and ambiguity are not 
the stuff of which allegories are made, and the three stories considered 
here possess all of these characteristics. 
It should be em1,hasized here that by saying these stortes 
are not allegories I do not mean that they have no point to make, no 
-theme. no larger idea to express. Rather,_ the-point is that these 
,_. ___ .... __ .... __ ....,, ____ ,.. ... .,. ..... -------
, 'I stories accomplish mor.e-than--mere a1legory. They conta·in not only ·· · 
•, 
moral ·Value, but aesthetic value; they not only preach_,_. __ tb_ey·-,d:r~tize .. 
... .. ·-··-··--·-- . .... ·-·. ' ) 
-
.. . .. ........ 
. . 
Any real work of art must do both • 
' 
·emphatically: . "an artist creates ~ral and aesthetic value together, 
. - - . 
out of the actual by means of· the :Imagination.- Some wo,rks may show 
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aesthetic values without moral values , and other works may have no 
aesthetic values yet. shriek to heaven with their moral values, but 
where you have both orders of va1ue as they are cr_eated, together, so 
. . -
they must be felt together, at least so. long as the work being enjoyed 
is enjoyed as art.'' 18 
-
The point to be made, then, is that the stories about writers 
and artists possess more aesthetic value than they are commonly given 
- . ---- ... 
credit for. Part of the reason that their moral, thematic ~!:lpects 
tend to get critically stressed is their subject matter: the artist. 
The problem is not just that James himself was an artist and thus was 
personally involved in the questions his stories deal with. In 
addition several critics claim that there is a fundamental hazard in •.:·,; •.•.• ;.:: •.. c,.•,-· •·•'• • ' - •. • • • •. -, ' .•.... • • .... , '··• ... • •.... • ··"•. ••·•' , .•.. , -,·• • •·-,·- • '. • ·• --~ ·• •' '• •· • • •, • •" ,•,. '• • ·•• • .. • . . . • 
attempting to treat the artist as a fictional character. The roots 
of this argument may be seen clearly in the theme of "The Lesson of 
the Master." , If the . truly great artist devotes himself solely to· 
his art, as St. George firmly believes, then it stands to reason that 
the better the artist is, the more shallow, the less complete 
is. Hence, the artist as a fictional character becomes flat, unless ··· 
he is a poor artist, one who is not truly dedicated to his art. If he 
is a good, dedicated a:r;tist, we see him· doing one. thi~g only: working. 
_ Several critics have noted this probl-em as ,fundamental to the 
stories ·about writers and arc is ts. R. P. Blackmur, for example, states, 
---------·-· 
-- - "Not;hing -Can happen to ·the character:s o~f. artists once tliey . are stated- ·:·----c--c-~ 
.1 
a limiting condition of the-a.rt:Lst as a character in fiction. If an 
artist drops his role as an artist we know i:nnediately that lie has 
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. failed as. an artist (by definition). He comes to life only as he 
ceases to be an artist; he comes to .life; in a word, only as he . 
19 
fails to be an artist.'' Krishna ·vaid agrees wholeheartedly: ''The 
~ difficulty of making a fictional,here out of a perfect artist is 
axiomatic •••• It is perhaps only less.intricate than the difficulty 
, of giving similar status to a perfectly good or a perfectly bad man. 
Such cases have a habit of turning out too good to be true in fiction, 
20 if not always in life.'' 
In 'addition to running the risk of flatness, the artist as a 
fictional character presents another problem. The author has difficulty 
defining the character of the artist because the artist is given as 
being either good or bad (as an artist) , and that is the only signifi-
cant aspect of his personality. Blackm:ur contends that for James 
--"The &rtist became a natura1 puppet, ready-made, completely under-
standable. • • James knew that people felt that artists were either 
good or bad •••• James can merely impute ·virtues or vices to an 
21 artist, and it will be accepted without any requirement of proof." 
Thus the limitation of the artist as a fictional character is 
furthered. 
James himself was well aware of_the intrinsic problems of 
writing about the artist. In ~is Preface to The Trag~c Muse, J'ames . 
-s~ates clearly t_hat "any presentation. of ·the artist in triumph must 
-·- -·-· ······---- --
----· ·- -- j 
• ·····-··-··--·------~ -
only smuggle in relief and variety. For, · to put the matter in an· 
image, all we then-- in his ·triuj.ph- see of the 
39 
is the back he turns to . us as he bends over his work. • • The 
f.. privilege of the here- that is of the martyr or of the interesting 
and appealing and comparatively floundering person- places him in 
quite a different category, belongs to him only as to the artist 
deluded, diverted, frustrated or vanquished; when the 'amateur' in him 
.~ . ,. 
. gains, for 
expert has 
our admiration or compassion or whatever, 
22 to do without.'' 
all that the 
The problem, then, which critics have noted and which James 
himself realized, is how to create a character who is both multi-
dimensional and a good artist. R.P. Blackmur claims .. that in solving 
the problem James chose to represent two types of artist characters: 
"ideal artists who failed only in life and succeeded only in art, 
and his other artists, equally ideal, who failed in art only because 
.they insisted on success, financial or social success, in life.••23 
This seems valid enough. Within the context of the three stories 
being considered here, we can see that Paul Overt and Neil Paraday 
are fine examples of good artists who have failed in life, while 
Henry St. George and Greville Fane may represent those bad artists 
who succeed in life, although the real success of Mrs. Stormer is 
debatable. 
Nevertheless, there still remains the qu.estion of the extent 
.. 
to which this categorization actually limits or flattens the 
characters. It has already been adequately demonstrated that bot_h_ 
Henry St. George and Greville. Fane are ambiguous and rather complex 
· characters. Yet• since they are · ~ot true Jamesian artists• the 
controversy over the feasibility of using· artists as characters .does·. 
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not really center around them. R.P. Blackmur freely admits that· 
··r· 
_ "the only possible portrait to pEiint of the artist will be a portrait 
--- -- - - ----·-- . 
of him as a_ failure. Otherwise there will be only the portrait of 
24 the man." The real cr·itical problem, then, is· concerned with the 
seemingly unavoidable flatness of fictional characters who are true 
artists. In light of this, it would be valuable to examine closely 
each of the three stories chosen for consiaeration here. 
In ''The Lesson of the Master," there is abundant evidence ___ that 
St. George, whom most critics consider to be James's spokesman, be-
, 
lieves that the complete artist is an incomplete man. At one point in 
their conversation, Paul Overt asks the master, "*The artist-- the 
., .•••. ·,:l., •--···-···"' -.,.• -
artist! Isn't he a man all the same?' St. George had a grand grimace. 
'I-most-ty-Clilnk not.' • • • 'Then you don't allow him the common 
passions and affections of men?' Paul asked. 'Hasn't he a passion, 
an affection, which includes all the rest? r•• (p. 139). Thus St. 
George counsels Overt not to marry. Yet it has already been noted 
that the ironic ending of the story calls into question the sincerity 
of the Master and creates an ambiguity concerning his character. 
The real CJ.uestion, however, concerns the character of Paul 
Overt, the true ariist. Is he merely a flat, allegorical stereo-
type, or is he a complex, ambiguous, alive character? It is important 
-~' ~--- --1, ... ~---···-·--'-'·'·'--
to note first of all -that the. center of c.ons.ciousness in the story · is 
·, 
:\ 
.-;-· . 
.· . 
- Overt himself. The controversy of- the story revo]:ves. a.rciiind him; .. :~h.e __ ------~--. -. _ .. -~~--~ . --~---··-· .· .. -C. 
-~-::-:-:-:··· .-.· .. , ,. 
is the one with a choice to make. Because of the complexity of his 
portrayal,· however, many critics have concentrated their -attention on .. 
Henry St. George. Arthur Mizener,· for example, claims that ~'the 
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- ------------------· greatness of.the story lies in the conception of the character of 
St. George, with his full sense of his betrayal of his talent, his 
unembittered irony about his wife's incomprehension of his art and 
her earnest self-confident management of his life,. • • his clear 
· 25 conception and ho~·est admission of what a man like hill has sacrificed." 
J"l' - ' ,.. :i", -C-· " ' 0 
Nevertheless, because St. George has already made his decision and 
because Paul Overt is the center both of consciousness and of contro-
versy, the reader's attention is focused on the young artist. 
The question then becomes whether or not Overt' s struggle 311d 
decision to renounce Marian Fancourt are realistic and interesting 
enough to engage that attention, and the answer has to be yes. 
Overt' s struggle is a very real one. He admits to St. George that he 
is in love with Marian, and James makes it clear that Overt feels the 
full impact ef such "worldly" temptations. In addition, Overt 
questions his role as an artist and the real worth of being an artist. 
He says to Marian at one point that art is poor in comparison to real 
life. It is true that we do not see much of Overt after he has made 
his decision and is actually working, actually being a true artist. 
Yet the artist's work itse~ has nothing to do with the, rea,1 conflict ~ :_' 
of the story, and if it may be said that Overt's character while he 
' 
· is in Europe is flat, we ~ust at least grant that J1!1Dles does not dwell 
------ ----------------------- .. -~-· __ _. .. ,. ---------- -
------· . .__,___,___ __ .. -2P.. ____ i_t_._.a_t ___ l_ength. 
' ' 
···-- - ·--- ---------------------- ----- - ----------·· ·-· ---·-· ---·-·-·- ..• ··-·--· .-,.-- -- - -the reader does learn two important t·hings while_~_Overt_ is at 
' ' 
work: first, that St. George's. first wife dies; and second, that 
Overt does not contact Marian at ·a11 in the two years.he is gone • 
. This second.point raises an interesting question about Paul Overt. 
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When he goes away, Paul expects that he has still left himself open · 
to the question of marriage; he is not renouncing Marian forever, 
only for the time being. Yet one may well ask what kind of a fool 
would expect a girl_ to wait for two years when he gave her no sign -
. - .. ~ ._ .. ·-~--- - ---------- ------ ------- ---
, ~-·---..,,-
before he left and does not write while he is gone. Such a move 
demonstrates a certain naivete, to say the least, on the part of 
Overt, whose name itself indicates an open and trusting nature, and 
who may perhaps be just a little bit too open and trusting. 
Overt's naivete is, perhaps, supported by the ending of the 
story, which may indicate that he was merely too unsophisticated to 
see tnat S--e~ George was plotting to get him out of the way all along. 
Yet, because the ending serves only to cast doubt on St. George's 
sincerity and not to discredit him entirely, we cannot be sure that 
Overt was a fool. If St. George was sincere, then Overt was right 
to believe him and we can accept his final thought that "the Master 
was essentially right,-· and that nature had dedicated him to intellectual, 
not to personal passion" (p. 151). - However, if St. George was 
insincere, then Overt made a mistake in trusting him and is right, 
when, near the end, he calls the Master "the mocking fiend" (p. ,151). 
Thus, the ambiguity that surrounds St. George creates another ambiguity 
coJlcerning the character of Overt. 
Paul's doubts about the Master ca·use him to have doubts about 
-- ,. ·- --· --~-···-- " 
he fears that St. George will write another masterpiece, thereby 
proving his insincerity and Overt' s stupidity. All of this leaves 
- ' 
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in- doubt Overt' s final statement about ''intellectual passion''- one 
may wonder if he is. trying ,to -convince himself. If Overt is gullible 
and has been tricked by Henry St. George, then .many readers are just 
as gullible and have been tricked by Henry James. Whether this is 
true or not, it is .evident that the character of Paul Overt, a true 
Jamesian artist, is complex and ambigu~us enough to raise the 
question. 
The true Jamesian artist in ''The Death of the Lion" is Neil 
Paraday, the lion who is hunted, caught, and eventua-lly killed. 
More so than Paul Overt, Paraday seems to represent the stereotype 
of t.he complete artist, the incomplete man, and hence the flat 
fictional character. Walter Wright points to one telling scene 
in proof of this: "The narrator, a journalist with a feeling for 
human privacy and an understanding of art, is rebuking a fellow 
journalist, who has just remarked, 'There's a great interest a·lways 
felt in the scene of an author's labors.' The narrator's reply 
speaks for James himself: 'The artist's life's his work, and this 
is the place to observe him •••• Why dear sir, the best inter-
viewer's. the best reader. ' The story · pointedly indicates that, 
apart from his work, Neil Paraday is of.little consequence. 1126 
--------·. --·---·-··--·-- . . . . - . . . - . . . I ... Yet it is also true that, unlike Paul Overt, Neil Paraday is 
... 
:~ •: - _ _., - . 
I • - -
I . 
not the cenfer of consciousness in "The Death of the Lion.'' Rather, 
the young journalist-narrator is , and it is certainly possib-le -t~at-= 
the story is really about him and his battle with Mrs. Wimbush over 
-the possession of the prize: Neil Paraday. Thus, the true arti.st 
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is the center of attention for the characters in the story but 
' 
not necessarily for the reader. By telling the story through the 
young narrator's point of ii.ew, James manages to avQid producing a 
flat character in Neil Paraday. Just as we do not see much of Paul 
Overt while ~e is working in Europe, Neil Paraday is hidden behind 
the narrator for the most part. James is not only or even mostly 
concerned with presenting a picture of the ideal~artist at work. 
Rather, that picture is taken for granted and James works from it. 
The ·f1atness and listlessness of Neil Paraday''s character 
serve an important purpose in "The Death of the Lion.'' It has 
already been demonstrated that the point of Faraday's refusal to 
fight Mrs. Wimbush's onslaught is not to-indf-c·ate-the -artist's 
responsibility for what happens to him but rather to indicate his 
--------~- - -- - . 
-------.. -.' . ,. 
helplessness in this siituation. The passivity of Neil Faraday serves 
to throw into greater ironic relief the fierceness of the battle 
over him, and one gets the impression that the great artist is 
watching in bewilderment as the narrator and Mrs. Wimbush lock horns. 
This almost child-like aspect of Paraday's character is similar to the 
social naivete that Paul Overt appears to exhibit in "The Lesson of the 
Master." Thus• while the ideal Jamesian · artist may be flat and boring 
while he is succeeding in his work, he may also be both ludicrous and 
r· 
·-- ·---------···· 
· t-ra:g-ic while he is failing in his life. At- any rate, no matter how 
. flat ___ a character like· Neil Paraday may be in theory, in practice 
James manages to give him life and use him effectively. 
Finally, "Greville Fane" seems to_be exempt from the claim that 
I 'i . ,. • '·- ,·· ~ - . 
• 
.; 
....... ·-.-- .. --,• 
-------------
the ideal artist is not a suitable f'ictional subject, for Jks. 
Stor.mer is a failure both in life aa.d in literature. Therefore, 
""···~~-~-------even according to R.P. Blac)mur's prescription, she is a rounded· 
the narrator of •crevi11e Fane" is a1so an arti.st, 4& novelist, and 
for all the reader knows. a good one- at 1east better than the lady 
about whom he is writing. If this narrator is meant to be a true 
Jamesi an artist, perhaps he also runs the risk of' being a mere 
artistic stereotype, one who lives onl.y in his. work and is othe_tvise 
a rather dull character. Yet he escapes that danger neat1y, for 
the reader becmnes acquainted with him only by reading his sto:cy: 
h:1-s work of art. Since the true artist lives only -in his work, the 
read,er of "Greville Fane" receives a rounded picture of the wit and 
wanat:h of that story's true artist, the narrator. 
It may be that the ideal artist is difficult to portray in 
fiction. Yet it seems that, at. least in the stories examined here,_ 
James managed to overcome that difficulty. If the stories ab,out 
artists and writers are read merely as artistic a1legorles, a process 
that entails gross oversimplification, then the danger of interpreting 
the characters too simp1y- as stereotypes- grc&'s. Such errors 
should not be made in light of the- complex i~y and avthiguity of these 
-stm:ies. All of this is not to sav that the stories do not conca:ln .,. 
', 
·' -
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allegorical e1ements. On one '1ev_el, they all pread certain morals. ______________ ··----- --------~-- _ --· ----,-. . . ... . . . _- . ----- ------------ - ---- --- -
..... -· _-_;;;:. -tke basis of which may be ___ iegitimately traced to Jam.es•~a persODai life 
aad beliefs. Jlevertheless, on other 1evels., 
• • 
1, -
- -·--·--··--. --. . .- . -----· -
.. I)' 
... ~- ... 
- ----- _ __,. .-. 
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account comedy, ambiguity, irony, and even absurdity, the stories 
convey ideas which are totally different, sometimes- eont~adictory, · 
usually more universal and complex. Those other levels will be 
considered in Chapter Three. 
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Chapter Three 
James's Technique: Comic Ambiguity 
··ff:· 
-----· -~······ 
The painful _inadequacy of a thematic approach to James' s 
stories about writers should be sufficient to cause any critic to 
search for other methods. In view of the fact that as a creative 
artist James was a painstakingly precise craftsman, a consideration 
of his technique becomes absolutely essential. Such a consideration 
requires more careful, detailed reading than does a treatment of the 
stories' themes and is that much more valuable as a result. Ind~ed, 
the problem with many critics who read James for theme is that they 
are apt to gloss over the stories, to miss the trees for the forest. 
Richard Poirier thus complains that there is "a tendency to read 
novels the way Aladdin rubbed his lamp. A bit of pressure at a pre- 0 
selected point brings forth a not unfamiliar djinn-- a cultural or 
<'? psychological motif, romanticism or some other ism, an 'organic 
whole' into which everything can be dropped (and lost) or one of a 
number of dependable schemes, such as 'appearance and reality' and the 
European-American contrast. Any of these, and the list is easily 
--~~-,----··· ~-~· extended, may be expected to excuse the···reaaer from-an immediate and 
1 personally--i-nvoived atti~ntfon t·o each page in its order.·" 
------.--~·· ·- -· -·---···---------·------~----------------·-------------- -technique---- ori · the actual execution· of~--an idea-- it seems only logical 
that critics should pay attention to that technique. -In the stories 
about writers considered here,. the method by which James dramatizes 
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here encompasses a variety of _ effects, most of which depend~---~-trony--· - -_ -.-_ ·- -
h,ut which range from the subtle, gentle, and poJ .. ished wit of the 
narrator in "Greville Fane" to the outrageous, guffawing hum.or of 
"The Death of the Li.on.'' Ambiguity in itse1f is not a virtue, yet 
here it refers not to confusion but to the·· level.s of meaning that 
become apparent when one reads the stories with an eye that has not 
~ been· closed to all but a one-d·imens:l'onal tbem~tic app.zoach., Often, -
in these stories, comedy and ambigtlity are clos.e1y: .. interrelated-.- In--· 
"The Death of the Lion," for example, the comic tone gives rise to 
ambiguity, whi1e in ''The Lesson of the Master," the ambiguity of 
the ending leads to possible comic-ironic interpretations. 
James's use of comedy and ambiguity in these stories counter-
acts the objections of those critics who view them as allegories. 
In- The Comic Sense of Henry Jam.es, Richard Poirier claims that James 
was aware of his tendency to preach and that comedy was the way in 
which he tried to overcome that tendency: ''It [James' s comic techniepie] 
shows us the connection between the dramatic mode of the ,fiction and 
-
those general ideas that are usually discussed independently of it •• 
• • 
Reverence for the mobility and drama of life is the particular province, 
of Henry James; it is literally the heart of his .comedy. His comic 
sense is his most effective weapon against the---enem:f-es--·-of- freedom,··-~_ 
. -~- ---~------
- ·--- ----~ 
word he -uses-repeatedly to point. to a condit~oa~-wh-ich people mid 
- --;-·• , - .• -------· --
---·--·--~, 
,. ---~--·-·: c·--.. . _-----~----.--·--.---- -· 
• , ------~-·- -c~-. --~-
···-·-·····-~---·.·-·--·- . 
their feelings _ are not fixed, defined. and labelled, where life has 
- d ~ preserve···- some. -of its dramatic tentativeness. Thus, in.- the terms 
- , 
- I 
,, 
. --, - ··- .. 
. ~ .. " ., . ,., .. , •: 
----'--,-- -- _. 
-.l~ • 
of Poirier , 1 James' s comedy preserves. the freedom of his characters 
."t- ·:-~· .. ·-,""~?-~-.----···- ~--~ 
and definitely works against a1legorical readings of the stories. 
Krishna Vaid agrees with Poirier and states that "James succeeded in 
overcoming this problem [of the fictional representation of the 
perfect artist] through irony, through an orchestration of the 
ironic note,. • • tha~ explain§ why most of his tal~~~Qf __ the ·'super..: 
3 subtle fry' are cast in the comic mo·de." In function, then,. comedy 
is very closely allied to ambiguity. 
Charles Thomas Samuels, in his book" on the ambiguity of James,· 
presents a thesis very much like Poirier' s. Samuels also views James 
as a man with very definite ideas, ideas that he wished to dramatize 
in his fiction. But Samuels a1so points out that James was well 
aware of the dangers implicit in his wish and claims that ambiguity is 
_ the means by which James resolved his problem. His realization that 
good and evil are not always absolute prevented James from producing 
allegories and forced him to write ambiguously: "He [James] under-
stood that innocence wasn't totally synonymous with virtue but might 
be quixotic, .. priggish, or even specious. Moreover, worldliness 
brought the benefits not only of elegance and charm but of a wisdom 
so important as. to make innocence undesirable. • • • In-· short, · when 
James tries to assert too complete a distinction between innocence and 
~ O••••••••••-•>-Yo•••;,O-,•--•-·•, ... •----.- •,••<••• > •·• 
--~------
·. 
-4!-
worldliness or virtue and- vice~ his intelli:g_enc~--P-Ulls against the----:~~--- --------·~-- -~- - - -· -
attemp-t-, producing disorderly structure; dubious characterization, 
equivocal themes. His best works are those in which all that can be · 
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des~ign that. his fundamental d·fslike of the one and 1oyalty to the 
·other are both clear and tenable. ••4 
Heither Poirier nor Samuels deal specifically with any of 
James' s stories about a·rtists and writers. Poirier concentrates on 
James' s 1:1ovel§ ,. a~d _Samuels says specificalty···1:nae--tlie collection ··· · ··· · __ · · · ·· · · · 
. ,. 
Stories of Writers and Artists "form a coherent group that seemed to 
me to call for more explicitly biographical criticism than I have 
5 
attempted for James's other fiction." Nevertheless, the terms in 
which these two critics approach James's use of comedy and ambiguity 
are applicable to the stories about writers, for both of those elements 
work against any tendency toward allegory. In addition, 
a useful distinction between those stories where James' s aahiguity 
works and those where it doesn't: ''In his confused novels, James 
us expect clear advocacy or derogation and then either fails to 
validate or actually blurs his own distinctions. The ambiguous books 
reflect such errors but don't succumb to them. The complex novels 
avoid them entirely. In these novels, James does not try for single-
minded opposition between virtue and vice, but rather builds a 
dialectic between them into narrative ~tructure, characterization, and 
rhetoric. Thi.s bespeaks an ironic, skeptical perspective that never 
6 
makes simple~ j,udgments and thus. escapes c;~tradiction.'' This dis-
.,a•' tinction between confusion and complexity is a valuable one to use m-:-~-----------'-.·.·. ··--
,. 
·· · relation to James' s stories about writers;~ -------------- ~ · . 
There is another danger in James·' s stories about writers, which. 
critics: have seemingly failed. to: note but which is nonetheless real. 
'J- •. ·-, .. 
-·· ---.-· ........ 
. \ . 
Plot outlines and/or stunPtaries of theme give the impression of melodrama. 
and cliche-ridden sentimentality in these stories. One is tempted to 
., 
say that James _i~ __ oV'eIXorking pj.s audience, demanding too much 
emotional response without adequately preparing for it. Such objections 
are- likely given, for example, to the death of Neil Paraday or the 
sudden reversal of the ending c,f "The Lesson of the Master." Yet James' s 
use of comic ambiguity serves to count·eract these tendencies, for an 
l 
.- ,· 
ironic view is·· often steadying and strongly opposes any flamboyant~-----~..:._.;a,. __ -------· ____ ..... ~-c 
emotionalism. 
That the stories about artists and writers are ironic is certain. 
James himself, . in his Pref ace to "The Lesson of the-Master, n states 
definitely that "my postulates, my animating presences, were a11, to 
their great enrichment, their intensification of value, ironic; the 
-··---··-·····----~·- ···-··~--·_:;":, .. ._ •---· ... · .. ·- ... -··- - ·-·----· -·· ----·- -- . •. -----
strength of applied irony being surely in the sincerities, the 
lucidities, the utilities that stand behind it. • • • But this is 
exactly what we mean by operative irony. It implies and projects the 
possible other case, the case rich and edifying where the actua1ity ,, 
7 is pretentious and vain." Here James indicates how he views the 
··--
-function of his irony: to help to get his point across, to expose 
the baseness of things the _way they are, and to imply the way things 
should be. Yet through the use of irony al1·thi.s is done in9irectly, 
. 
.. ..... 'O~ •• -~~'"'-•'(" ,.t>. -
. ··~ -~ ~ . 
. 
. . 
_, -~-------and~--hen-ee--the ·&t-ar4es--are much more subtle than ___ the'· allegories to which' 
'l 
\. 
..~ . 
. ",""''I'!:, 
many critics _____ compare ·them •.. -- -- - - - - ---- ----- ~-- --------.- -,----- '" ..... --··-- ..... ,-- .. -;- .. 
'--•-, .. •. \ 
Before a -specific consid.eration of- James's comic· ambiguity in 
. the three stories, one more generai couuent can be made about ''The 
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Lesson of the Master,'' "The Death of the Lion," and "Greville Fane.'' 
In each of these stories, the use of a narrator or a center of con-
sciousness gave James one more level through which to create irony · 
and ambiguity. · we· have already noted Wayne Booth's warning not ·to 
confuse author and narrator. James hi1J1self, it seems, was well awa~e . 
. . 9 
and took full advantage of the possibility of distance between himself 
and his narrators. Thus, often, if there are ambiguity and irony in 
the narrator's vi.ew of the other characters, there are also ambiguity 
and irony in Jal!les's view of ·the narrator. James always requires 
ca·reful reading, and this subtlety is one of the reasons why: stories 
may contain more than one level of comedy and ambiguity. How those 
levels·work together and how the comedy and ambiguity at each level 
-
mesh are the central questions concerning James's technique in these 
stories. 
·- --·-. --- -1.--,--- -~ -:·"- '·- -- -
Even though.it has a central consciousness, the fact that 
"The Lesson of the Master" is told in the third person makes it easier 
for the reader to perceive the distance between James and Paul Overt 
and to analyze the exact nature of that distance. Critics are much 
more apt, in this story, to identify James with Henry St. George, 
since that character·· professes beliefs that many ascribe to James. Yet 
such an ident.ification may also be false, and that relationship requires 
tho.rough examination. In addition, the level of the characters- that . 
- ···-··-·----··-·-----··------- ··------·- . 
··---------
,. 
. ' - ---- ------- --~ - -- - - -
. - -is the conne~tion between Overt and St. George-- must be considered. 
.,, .,·. , . .i 
In all of these relationships, comedy and/or ambiguity are at work, . 
. and the levels mesh together to form · a final statement th~t is- in 
.... ··, 
., ' 
... 
·-·:·-:. ,,~ .. 
Samuels' terms- complex rather than confused. 
Probably the easiest place to begin i.s with a consideration of 
the relationship between Overt and St. George, since both of those 
characters are more or less fully exposed to th.e reader's s-crutiny 
whi.le the auth-or works strictly behind the s:cenes. Moreover, since 
- . 
1)). 
Overt is the story's center of consciousness. it is a relatively simple~--------
matter to determine his attitude toward St. George. On this level, the 
· level of the story's dramatized characters, ambiguity and even confusion 
are evident, for Overt has no idea how to take St. George's engagement 
to Marian Fancourt. Here, Overt' s confusion mirrors the reader's, wh·o 
learns of the engagement at the same time Paul does. Overt is indeed 
events. On h:Ls way to confront Miss Fancourt 
and St. George, Overt, we are told, "felt as if some· of -the elements 
of a hard sum had been given him and the others were wanting: he 
couldn't. do his sum till he had got all his figures" (p. 147). Although 
St. George's reactions result in the ambiguity that has a1ready been 
noted, the reader has an immediate advantage over the bewildered Overt 
because Paul does not have the benefit of the ir·ony and comedy that 
the ambiguity of the situation and his own confusion cause. The com 
plete reversal of the ending strikes .the reader, to some extent, as 
-·-·"·····--·---
comically ironic, yet any irony that Overt feels· is bitt~r. certainly 
. _L __ . ------------------------------ -······--- . . . 
-- ------ ------ -·-·-- ---- - ---- -
not comic. That: comedy is sensed perhaps by St. George, but-surely 
-. ;_ .......... .,. 
---·--··----~ 
autlior to ·narrator,_ James himself realizes the joke and pass·es it 
an subtly to the reader.· 
--
... -~~J ..... /J. . 
~" ;•~•~-i- ...... ·..., .... _. ·- .... .,,.,,, 
The exa,ct nature of that joke 1·s another question. Arthur. 
,· 
-----------
Mizener claims that "the joke here is truly on Overt himself, for St .• -· 
George was right about him; he is suited to the artist's life. The 
on1y person who has not recognized that is Pau1 himself, so he takes 
----------·--
--------
---------
------
8 St. George's engagement to her as a betrayal." The comedy generated 
by the story's ambiguous ending in relation to Paul Overt may thus be 
a direct result of his character: his youth, his insecurity. and his 
lack of se1f-knowledge. Austin Wright views Overt as a distinc.tly 
ccni c character for other · reasons in his discussion of the comic as--
pee ts of Ja:mes's fiction, claiming that often in James's fiction there 
is a plot of discovery, and the discovery may constitute a "comic 
comeuppance" for the character involved. Wright categorises ''The 
Lesson of the Master'' as a comedy in which "the comeuppance does not 
involve a full discovery of the error. Most of these stories are 
-· plots of choice, so c1assified because the error tentls,to persist, 
even to the end.'' Wright claims that . Overt' s decision to be_lieve St. 
George "constitutes the reiteration of the comic error, the refusal 
to accept the full h1mi liation of a full discovery," - and goes on to 
say that "the 'intellectual passion' is Paul Overt's comic vanity 
which not only enables him to be swindled but keei,s him from admitting~ - • I'> 
·-- - -- ------ ·-·--------- ---------------------------·-·--~-~-----·· • -
.. it or re~enti.ng it even when he knows he should •••• In such a 1>1ot 
4 
of comic chQice~-,·-tne·-comeiippance-is the defeat" that the i,rotagonist 
-~___;_~~=------_____.s .... n ..... f -f.-e .... r_s __ J;iifore cthe final reiteration of his comic attitude._ The defeat 
.., .. 
is the resu1t of the comic error; it _provides a satisfactory punish- . 
ae11t even. theugh the character refuses to aclcnaiTledge his ah·surdity. 
5S 
..... 
. . ·- ,-·- :.:' ~· --
·,. 
t 
{ . 
' 
because it of which 11e is aware. The 
reiteration of his absurd attitude at tlte end is the sign of 'his. 
awareness of the loss. a react~ to the h1mailiation to which his 
error .has subjected him, a reaction in which he tries to deny or 
..••• .cl evade the h1mei]iation. It also makes doubly c1ear the nature of 
9 
.,,_ _., . n 
., ..:u.e CUULLC error. 
In Wright's view, then, the comic character of Overt illdicates 
an iron:fc distance not only between James's audience and Paul Overt 
but also between him· and St. George, since the m·aster obviously knows 
' his yotmg friend better than his young friend knows himse1f. The nature 
of the distance between the two characters is indicated near the end 
of the story wnen Overt calls the master "the mocking fiend" (p. 151). 
St. George's·re1ationship with Overt is d:oubly ironic because the 
master tricks Paul, and yet it is possible that he really knows Overt's 
mind and has done him a favor. The irony of this relationship thus is 
ambiguous, and that ambiguity results in Overt's comic confusion. 
s. Gorley Putt, however, contends that Overt: is not a comic character 
at the story's end,· that he does indeed know hi:mself: "St. George's 
. 
own radiance in. his new happiness shows Overt conclusively ·that St. 
George is now finished as a writer. From that kind of hap.piness, at 
any &at.e • Overt- or J'ames bi:mse1f- found it easy to walk away into 
· · 10 
the inner room of dedication." Yet Putt's reading disreaards all 
·-----···-·· ..... _. __ . . . ····- . ' . 
·.\ _,_,. ,; .. ; 
..::.:,~, . 
t.he evidence at the end of the story that demonstrate$ that Overt is ·-· 
-------------·-,··-~~-,-· ...:_---=::-=--=-----·--;-·----~ . , ' · .... ,-
still unsure of lii:mself and confused about St. George. We are told, ' . 
. ~- --·-·· --,-~~---- .. 
;: -_:.= 
·reader to disregard all that is comic and ambi:gu.ous about ,Overt ;'s 
character,. Even though he approaches James' s conception of th~ .. ~!~l 
end ·of the st.ory and is di sconeertmgly naive throughoat. it. 
is pOS'.sible to assmne some distance between James and .ids center \Of 
consciousness. There is evidence of both comedy and ambiguity .in 
James':s a:tti:tude towards Overt since t:he ·vm,,.,g artist cllaract,er ,., ' 
,created by James ex11ihits those qualities. .Interest·ira,gl.y, James's 
narrative voice separates itself quite d·lstJ:n,ct.ly at the very end 
o:f th·e storv and Sl)eaks in the first verson: "His ·•·IOvert's] .... late ... ... ... 
it 
. adviser's words were still in iris ea·rs- 'Yon're vay strong, wonder--
fu1ly strong.' Was he really! Certainly he w0111d ·uve to be., and 
it might 
tm:n.. if hj s interest has foll:.owed the nen,1exed yoa,ng ma,a so far. .. 
.L L c. 
The best .answer to that perhaps is that ke 's doing bis 'best, bo:ut that: 
, 
· and Mrs. St. George ·.found it ~ea]ly magnificent .• · The £01,mer still has 
,. 
I ~y· ·say ·for him, 
- -however,, that :i:f this ,e.veut were t:o .occur he wouJ'.d real 37 be the ·very -~ -
. ·, 
, ~ . _, . -
' 
.~· 
4fl' 
..... 
. ! 
_: '' . . . . 
•..._ - -
essentially right and that nature had dedicated : him to intelle~tual, 
not to ~ersonal passion'' (p. 151). A close examination of this 
.....--·r:-- - '1 
passage indicates strongly that James wished_~o create ambigui.ty 
. 
about Paul Overt. Starting with the question "Is he?·", the narrator's 
voice becomes more distinct from Overt' s mind and actually addresses. 
the reader. The lines that follow neatly juxtapose Overt' s comic 
and serious halves. It is Overt' s comic va.ni~ty that causes him to 
fear St. George's writing a new book and his being made a fool of; 
it is his true artistic nature that would cause him to sincerely 
appreciate St. George's book should he write one. · Thus, James' s 
attitude toward Overt is comically ambiguous at the same time that it 
does not discount the possibility of Overt' s artistic strength and 
integrity. 
Much of Overt' s personality is revealed through his relation-
--- -- - ------------.-- .. -- ··--·-- .-- ·-· .. ~·--·- -.-~ --·-····---------~·----------·-------·-·-········------· 
ship with St. George, and Paul's comic nature especially re.sults from 
the master's ambiguous motives. It may seem that, in order for Overt 
to look foolish, the reader must be convinced of St. George's 
"'-insincerity. Indeed, Paul hi~elf fee1s this way, and he dreads proof 
of the master's duplicity since that proof· will also prove him a fool. 
Yet even if St. George's motive.s were sincere, even if he genuinely 
believed that bachelorhood was best for Paul Overt and that he was 
_ doing him a favor by -for-d:ng him to stay_ single, a question st·111--~-
remains: Wasn't Overt· ridiculously naive, insecU!e, immature, SD;~_-•_ 
downright foolish to allow s~t. George to dictate to him in such a 
- manner~.- about such thing·s? St. George himself, in his conversation 
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with Overt• admits that the whole mat·ter is Drone of bis ·business. 
Overt does not talk to ~liss Fan-co-nrt about anything; indeed, he 
doesn't even tell her he's leaving. Two years later, Overt expects 
to return and find her st~ll wai.t,ing. lfttetber St. George was sincere 
or not. it is obvious that Overt hand1ed his romance foolishly. Thus, 
the ambiguity of St:. George's motivations adds a complexity to Overt's · 
Finally, the re1ationship between the.narrative voice and 
Henry St. George must be considered. Critics are apt to identify 
James's point of view with that of St. George because of what is known 
about· James' s own artistic philosophy. Though such a reading may be 
valid on one 1evel, it ignores evidence that indicates an ironic dis-
tance between James and this character. The most obvious and per-
haps the most damaging piece of evidence is the ending, which tends 
to make St. George's previous position meaningless and hence absurd. 
If St. George is clever and 
Overt 
' 
he loses the resnect of the reader. .;. Vet he loses more than 
that. If St. George is laughing at Overt, James is also laughing at 
... 
St. George, for the tit1e of the story then b-ecomes a parody: the 
- . .. . ------------'--'--"---,-~-mast er is broken down; he can teach no lessons about- art9 ·-only ab,0t1t 
deviousness· and insincerity. Even if St. George does believe in his 
own sincerity, ther~ is the possibLli-~- of distance between J:aaes mi·d ·-· -· -- -·--·------· 
·-------- ---~-------------
the master, for the worst-- cha™~~ers 1n··Jafflfis -are ·those who atddle in ~- - ---·----------·-·--·--. 
- 11 
. the lives of others, and Benrv St. George is defiuit.ely a aeddler. • • 
S.9 
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It is, however, more difficult to determine the attitude ·of James's 
narrative voice toward St. George than to determine his feelings 
about Overt. This is true because the narrative voice operates-·-------·-···-----
through Overt, and Overt has a consistent attitude of respect toward 
the master until the story's end. Thns, the really tangib1e evidence 
of the irony directed toward St. George comes almost exclusively.,. 
from the twist at the end, as does the change in Overt's attitude 
toward St. George. The impact of that ending, though, is enough to 
indicate both comedy and ambiguity in James's attitude toward St. 
George. Indeed, there is evidence of comic ambiguity in the relation-
ships of James's narrative voice to both St. George and Overt, of 
St. George to Overt, and of Overt to St. George. 
Yet all of this comedy and ambiguity presents a problem, for 
it leaves the story's final statement in question. If James is 
laughing at St. George, Overt, and their respective philosophies of 
art and of life, then what exactly is the lesson of the master- what 
is James's lesson here? Is the treatment of Overt meant to indicate 
. 
that true artists are fools in their everyday lives? Does St. George's 
seeming insincerity mean we are to discount all that he has sai~ about 
the nece~sity of artistic sacrifice? The question to be asked, then. 
_______ in ___ the--t~t_ms ___ of_ Charles Samuel~, is whether "The Lesson of the Master'' 
,, _________ is CQ111plex --~r_ ~rely confused • 
. --------------·-.. p----- ----- --· ~----- . . -
, ..... _ .......... ______ ....... 0:::-. . ~-,;' - ..... . . . .. - ,;;,; 
-·-------
-·····------
' _Critics have argued this point thoroughly. C.R. Smith, for --
. ' 
example, claims that the story's ending does nothing to discredit 
- -
what has come before: "Artistically. the story and its denouement 
:. ,. 
' . 
.. - :1 
0.-. 
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dramatize b·oth the characteris·tic spinelessness ·of· the Master and the: 
difficult terms on which Overt must achieve the artistic ideal. Nor 
does the irony of the denouement call the lesson into question. All 
it really does is 111,nninate the weakness of both characters ••• 
Ideally, the Master's reversal should have worked "no,change in Overt's 
resolve to make the sacrifice necessary for art, and inasmuch as the 
Master recognizes not only Overt' s artistic potentiality but also his 
liability here· exposed, he goes far to clear himself of duplicity 
" ''. 12 
when he says to Overt 'I wanted to save you.'" Unfortunat-ely, if 
you "illuminate the weakness" of a character, you tend to cast some 
doubt on what he has said. Smith also contends that the real lessons 
of the story are the "spinelessness of the Master" and the difficulty 
of artistic sacrifice. In that limited context, his -solution might 
work, but an important part of the lesson is the necessity of the 
' ~ 
- -·i 
artistic· sacrifice. That is what St. George tries so hard to con-
vince Overt-.about; he's already convinced about the difficulty of the 
sacrifice. The story's ending calls the necessity into question, 
__ ,an.d Smith ignores that question. 
Maxwell Geismar, on the other hand, feels that the ending of 
11The Lesson of the Master'' drastically mo·difies the story's artistic 
- ""-l!, 
-principles: "It is just this alQhiguity in the master's 'lesson" which 
the ... stocy-so- ent-ertaining. If James was dealing with obsessional 
-themes in bis work- the temptations of the world,_ ___ the dedicatr·on_to ~~-~~~~------------·----·----------• . "·· ·-· 
-writing, the lure and the trap of women- here the balance of emo~ioas 
. was -stil.l maintained .• The tone of this little »arable of li'fe anti arf 
... 
·-
. ' 
' 
' 
.. : .. :·:. 
. I 
= - ""--'q~ · .. , ,_ -- •:.,-.,.':, 
--·-- ----- . -
was excellent, and life, however 'stupid' won out • 
' .--·, 
Roth 'the · great 
misguided novelist,' St. George, and the devout and dedicated young· 
apostle, Over·t- who was hardly capable· of seizing or enjoying a 
creature like the 'Story's heroine- were described with ironic in~ 
sight.-. 
• • But not so, according to ~...atthiessen and Murdock in The 
i? 
Notebooks, _who state that the i·ronic twist at the end of the story 
raises questions about the sincerity of· St. George's advice. But 
aren't those questions just the effect that James was trying to 
establish-- the real.point of the story? In th1s· case the Master, 
James himself, was smiling at his own 'religion of art' which his 
13 modern disciples, like poor ·Paul Overt, take so literally." Yet, 
even if James is laughing at his "religion of art," this doesn't 
necessarily mean that the philosophy behind that religion shou1d be 
discounted. The principle of the artist's dedication may ti'e valid 
no matter how foolishly people attempt to carry it out. 
Actually, both C.R. Smith and Maxwell Geismar are correct in 
their conclusions about the story. As Smith notes, James is pointing 
out the weaknesses of Overt and St. G-eorge, who cannot act like ideal 
. ' artists, and, as Geismar points out, James is also laughing at his . 
·''religion of art." YE!~ p_~;; of the weakness of the characters-
especially of Paul · Overt-- is their lqdicrous belief ,that they can 
or should behave ideally, and part of the weakness of the ''religion n~~£=---=-·--·-=· ..=~--,--:......,.__....----,.,-.', 
art'' is that it has ·.abs·olutely __ -nc:r··relation ·ttj·-rea1-·11fe;--·-What Jam.es 
·-n:a.s done, then, is to place real people within an ideal context:-- that 
-is, an extreme and illogical ''religion"- which they feel must be 
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adhered to. "The Less·on of the Master'' is thus a descriptive not a 
.. . 
---·-· .,, .... ..,,,_, ______ ..., 
prescriptive state~ent about the demands of art, for here James is 
demonstrating the reaction of human beings to a seemingly impossible 
sense of duty to a h·lgher ideal. Certainly this does not mean that 
Jam.es was skeptical about the higher ideal. Rather, he was perhaps 
skeptical about the imposition of that ideal on those who were either 
not ready (Overt) or not willing {St. George) to undertake it. In any 
case, those critics who feel that the story's ending obscure~ its 
artistic statement are, as Walter Wright notes, "treating the story 
as if it were a static sketch and hence oversimplifying the action 
• • • • To say that St. George speaks for James and that James is in-
consistent in letting him violate his own advice to Overt by remarrying 
---------·---~~-- ----:c--
is to make him an illogically conceived allegorical device, not a 14 
hutnan being." 
Thus, the ambiguous nature of St. Ge·orge does not really 
• 
affect the artistic ideals that he presents earlier in the story, and 
the result of the story's ambiguity is not confusion in that regard. 
Yet the story's final statement about the artist's relation to. those 
artistic ideals is certainly complex. Helen Horne suggests about 
St. George that "if he.has sinned by compromising himself as an 
artist, he redeems himself by renouncing this compromise and returning 
. ----·-·- ---·----- ---·-- -- . lS--·-----~ 
to life." Yet Horne-also claims that "Overt ha& our sympathy for 
.. having lost ?-liss ·Fancourt"; _,.b,cut._."J.amea,,ccdoea~.not~~rescrihe-··· the,,~eJtaet===-=--7 .=c~-==-~" ~-:·: : . ··_ ·:- .. 
---- -· ---···-----------. -. ----,--- -··- .. - . 
-
--·--- degree of--ascetici.wm necessary for the artist. Thus the story is 
both organic and open in form. . . We do not know that Overt will never 
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marry nor do we know that St. George will never write agam. ~ ___ . · What 
is more, we do not know that _ Overt shouldn't marry while writing or 
that St. George shouldn't write while he is married. That is because 
c,. . .., ............ -·-··· ... . James_ does not prescribe; yet all the comic ambiguity surrounding_ · 
both characters at the end of the story indicates that perhaps the 
courses they chose were not the best. James' s own definition of 
the irony in his stories about write-rs is ''operative irony,'' which 
"implies ~and _projects the possible other case, the case rich and 
edifying where the actuality is pretentious and vain. 1117 If this 
definition can be applied to "The Lesson of the Master," we may assume 
that James wished to indicate the reasonableness of a. more moderate 
viewpoint in comparison to the comedy and utter ludic.rous·ness of both 
Overt's and St. George's final positions, for both of these artists 
., 
are certainly "pretentious and vain" in varying degrees~ The out-
landish comedy and ambiguous suggestion in ''The Lesson of the Master" 
may very well indicate James' s belief in the foolishness of some 
artists even though he sincerely believed in the value of art. 
Much more outlandish than "The Lesson of the Master" is ''The 
, Death of the "Lion,'' where the comedy is broad and based large-ly on 
exaggeration. Krishna Vaid states that "here again, no doubt, the 
case is c~siderably exaggerated in order to make the intended point;. 
.. 
. . -----------------------------.....,----
and the effect of exagger~tt~, as in most of these tales. i,s ____ comedy --~-------------~-:___~=~--=---- · __ -· 
.. ----·-- ·····-----·--. -- -----·-
,;, ,.18 
'--~-{'-_-_. ------ ~~.,,_"'-'-.....---'-___ ---· -1_lr:w1_0""":rder-ing--on- fantasy,- or, rf you -J:ilre, · fantasy- boraer:tng on comedy." 
The exaggeration here produces the effect of parody, a fact indicated. ··---· ·--: .. · ..... -~-
perhaps. by Heil Paraday's name. Most o.f the comedy in "The 
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the Lion," as in "The Lesson of the--Master'' and ''Greville Fane," 
is based on ironv. Vaid conllllents that '''The Death of the Lion' i.s .. 
among James' s greatest tales in view of its sustained irony. The · · 
author works through a variety of oppositions and contrasts- between 
the narrator and Mr. Morrow, between the indestructible ·Mrs. Wimbush 
and the simple Fanny Hurter, between the helplessness of Paraday and 
the ferocity of his hunters, between Paraday, the bewildered victim 
of his admirers. and Guy Walsingham and Dora Forbes, the more than 
19 
willing aspirants to lionhood. '1 
Though it is full of outrageous comedy, "The Death of the Lion'' 
also presents a good deal of ambiguity-- ambiguity that might result 
in confusion rather than complexity. Part of that .m.rtl>.~gµi~Y .. fe$ults.- .. . . . . ' . . . . : .. ~ -·-- ... , . ' ... ' . ' ...... , . . . -- . . ........... , .. - . . . . 
. 
from the juxtaposition of the story's comedy with its serious thematic 
considerations. Yet Vaid contends that ''the chief merit of the tale 
is that it is not held down by the seriousness of its thematic 
elements-- the hazards of success or the criminal disregard for an 
artist's anonymity or the absurdity of the social_ snobs whose· 
admiration for an artist is so often completely devoid of any interest 
in his work. These motifs are properly absorbed in the fictive 
20 
medium." In general, then, the comic tone of "The Death of the 
Lion" serves to mitigate any of the story's allegor1cal tendencies 
and also-- in Richard Poirier's teens-- works "aga:t11st the enemies of 
. -~-- ·-.,· freeaom, · a word -he [James 1 uses r~p~tedly to point t_o a condition. -.--.-·---·--- _, -· " ---
-----~-----=--··=··--~--------------" 21 where life has preserved some of its dramatic tentativeness.'' 
Through the use of outrageous comedy, James is·- able to escape 
allegory at the same time he is able to make cuttingly ironic comments 
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about the Wimbush crowd. Paradoxically, then. comedy is James's 
most effective way of dealing with the almo'st tragic thematic con-
siderations · of ''The Death of the Lion." The horror of the situation 
is emphasized by means of contrast with · the absurd rather than by 
heavy-handed, preachy · allegory. · Thus, though James~'~&~ t~reatment of 
and attitude tOW'ard society in "The Death of the Lion" might be 
complex, they are certainly not confused. 
Yet, as in "The Lesson of the Mast.er," "The Death of the 
Lion" exhibits comedy and/or ambiguity in all of its relationships •. 
'" 
• s 
One aspect of this story that has not received much critical 
attention at all is James's attitude toward the narrator.· Such ·a 
consideration is an important one, for if James does not view his 
narrator sympathetically- and there is ample evidence to indicate 
this- an extra dimension of complex ambiguity and comic irony is 
added to the .s~~ry. 
Good characters in Henry James seem to be those who refrain 
from imposing themselves on others, while the worst characters are 
often meddlers, emotional cannibals, and hangers-on. The narrator 
of ''The Death of the Lion" belongs to this latter class, although 
it is true that Neil Faraday is victimized not only by his young 
· ·
11friend" but· also by people like Mrs. Wimbush. 
enough to point out the crudity of Mrs. Wimbush's behavior, but we. 
- . - .... - - - . -·----------·---
--- -- .. 'c-,---------also-reeeive~:enough clues along ~he way to discover for-"ourselves th~ .. -· 
--···crudity of his own. 
-
We·leam at the beginning of the story that the narrator is a 
-:: 
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' seem to be those .of the wars~ sort of "publisb:i'ng sc!etmdre1.• lie 
wishes to "lay 1:rfs lean hands cm Nei1 Paraday" (p .• 2·11} ·; lie will. 
He convinces his "chief ,n ~...r. Pi..mhor:11 •w&ese d.efi·Ti-i ticm. of 
gerri11S was the art of find:in.g people at h:ome" (p .• 2ll) • to j,ofn the 
dist.amt prey (p. 213'). 
narratar' s character, for h.e says in the story's first: l iD·e tha·t: h:e 
· cmd emphasized after the retm of his original manascrlp,1: by ·Mr. 
·• 
Pi·nborn., and we are led to believe th.at the narrator has now _become 
such· am ardent admirer of'" Neil Paradav tlta.11:- he. refuses to sacrifice 
.J 
ltia to th.e periodic·a1s. Yet this change of heart needs to he 
sketch of Nei 1 Para.day ( one that 
-
-----
-------- --·---· . ----·· 
... pimlidt:y-_¢~ .. a;fmp.1,:-na,ve· ~.mastered my' precantions• (p•. 213). Su.cit -- ==~~- -_... -- --- - -
al ezplanatlmn might. SOt·iDQ 1o·gi.cal .at fllS·t, hut .a c1oser exa111inatiem. 
"'"-• . 
; 1- . 
. -
~ a 
i 
' \; . 
' 
narrator feel called upon to make sueh an explanation in the first 
place? Is it necessary or even normal to label private notes private? 
Why must he tell us his story is not meant for pµblication? Why does 
he assume that it might get published? How thorough· could his pre-
cautions against publication have been? Such questions indicate that 
the narrator may be misrepresenting his motives; he protests too 
much.,,. 
There are more reasons to doubt the sincerity of the narrator's 
change of heart. As Neil Paraday is dying, after his manuscript has 
been lost, the narrator conm1ents: "His wife never came near him, but 
I -scarcely noticed it: as I paced there with rage in my,heart I was 
too full of another wrong. In the event of his death it would fall to 
me perhaps to bring out in some charming form, with notes, with the 
tenderest editorial care, that precious heritage of his written 
project. But where was that precious heri~.~g~ .• -~!1_Q. _~~i::.a -both the 
author and the book to have been snatched from us?'' (p. 243). Neil 
' ' 
{ 
Paraday is alone on his deathbed, for his only "friend" is the narrator, .. 
- who is obsessed with the idea of finding that manuscript and ''bringing 
it out in some charming form." The narrator is indulging in visions 
of literary grandeur at Faraday's emotional expense, and as the story 
ends the narrator is still hunting for the precious papers. 
The journalistic use- that- the narrator makes of his·· friendship 
_______ : . ---~th Neil Faraday becomes ir<>riic when we note _how ~e treats Mo~row, ---
- - -···· ---,------~--·--···-------------------·-·----•--·--··--- .. ·--·-- . 
another journalist. After refusing to give him any of the personal 
material he is aft~r, the narrator snatches Paraday' s new manuscfipt 
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away, from bim with a "quick anticipatory grab which may very well 
have seemed ungraceful, or even impertiaent" (p. 223). The irony 
here is compounded later when the manuscript is lost and the narrator 
L:.} 
reproaches himself: ''Fool that I had been: the thirty-seven influential 
.journals wouldn't have destroyed it, they'd only have printed it'' · 
{p. 240). 
The reason, of course, that the narrator doesn't let Morrow 
have the manuscript is that he wants to keep Neil Paraday all to 
himself. Almost immediately after they mee~, _the narrator feels , 
that it is his place to surrotmd and protect his author friend. He 
has ''a sort of sense that my friend had fled to me for protection" 
(p. 218), and he is pictured as a "tepid sea" surrounding the ''lone 
Isle'' that is Paraday (p. 216). The narrator, sure that he knows 
what is right for Paraday, wishes him "shut up in his lighthouse" 
(p. 236) so that he can continue his work without being bothered by 
his public, Strangely enough, it is a member of this public, Mrs. 
Wimbush, who guesses some of the narrator's real intentions, and 
··---·--·--.-... · .. , ·-· ..... ·~ 
James ironically places her accusations in the mouth of the narrator. 
who repeats them to Miss Hurter: "'I'm made restless by the 
selfishness of the insincere friend- I want to monopolise Paraday 
in order that he may push me mr. ·To be intimate with him' s a feather 
in my cap; it gives me an importance --t-hat I co~l:~'t naturttl~y pretend-." 
--··:-· ... _ -~·-------------~~-•---~4 I seek -te---deprive him of social refreshment because I fear 
_. __ that meeting more disinterestett··--peop-le ___ may enlighten him as to· JJ1Y 
real moti.ve·,n (p •. 235).· Mrs. W:fmbush 1 s. criticism. is undeniably 
. . 
.· --· _;.;_ ... ,,_ ... __ _ 
'• ' ~--.--··~-. . 
' 
correct, even thougn she herself may not be exac_tly desirable 
"social refreshment." 
The narrator wishes to possess Neil Paraday absolutely, a 
-· 
:,:-
fact indicated by, among other thi.ngs, his use of the personal pronoun-- ---- -
in relation to Paraday when be ca1ls him, for example, "my· great man'' 
(p. 215). Having no social position and, unlike many Jamesian 
characters, being financially insecure, he hangs on to Paraday. He 
quits his job with Mr. Pinhorn not necessarily to sacrifice himself 
to art, but perhaps because he sees better possibilities in a .close 
connection with the author. For.the narrator, that close connection 
necessitates isolation and confinement for Neil Paraday and himself. 
It is important to note here that the image patterns used to describe 
the attentions of Mrs. Wimbush reinforce this idea of confinement. 
The most obvious or-these images are those that refer to Mrs. Wimbush' s 
,/ 
social finds ,as a menagerie of caged animals. At another point, theee 
is a reference to "Neil Paraday's social harness" (p. 235). These 
images are no doubt apt, for there is no evidence in the story that 
vindicates Mrs. Wimbush, yet they become ironic when one realizes that 
. -~. 
they are the images of the narrator, ·who wishes above all things to 
confine Neil Paraday. - Thus, in his condemnation of Mrs. Wimbush, the 
narrator is blind to the fact that his goals are much the same as 
_ .. __ . · --- ------- hers. 
It is quite possible that the .. , narrator has deluded· himself 
into believing in the sincerity of his purpose. . The unconsciousness 
r 
with which he repeats Mrs. Wimbush' s accusations, for example, may 
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indicate that he is not deliberately trying to mislead the reader. 
~f_ t:his is true. it is the narrator's egotism that allows him to 
delude himself, and here we note an echo of Paul Overt' s comic vanity. 
' 
The narrator of ''The Death of the Lion'' possesses an exaggerated 
idea of his own importance and of a special fate that will draw him 
and Paraday together. There are constant references to this fate, 
perhaps the most outlandish of which is his description of ''how a 
- miracle- as pretty as some old miracle of_ legend- had been wrought 
on the spot to save me. There had been a big brush of wings, the 
flash of an opaline robe, and then, with a great cool stir of the air, 
the sense of an angel's having swooped down and caught me to his 
bosom" (p. 215). 
Such a person might well believe in the holiness of his 
mission, yet he also runs the danger of seeming ludicrous. Although 
James leaves his attitude toward the narrator ambiguous• the evidence 
for this kind of an interpretation is subt;tanti.al. If we view the 
narrator as unsympathetic, he becomes comic in his own unawareness of 
,J 
.,.-,, the picture of himself that he is _creating. Perhaps, in the terms of 
Austin Wright, the narrator receives his ''comic comeuppance'' in the 
loss of the manuscript just as Overt loses Yarian Fancourt. At any 
rate, such a reading certainly increases the irony and complexity· o~ 
. -- --------------
---· -,--, -
the story. ,, 
- ---··--- ,., .. _ .. ·------·---.. --:-- - - ----- - --
,---· .. 
- -If James is laughing quietly at the na~~at_pr-and _loudly at-
- -
society in "The Death of the Lion", we may well ask whether he is poking: 
fun at Neil Paraday, the tragic hero of the piece. We have already 
I 
... ---·,.. , __ :.:_ -''.;,' .... ~ (l ' .. 
1·· 
' 
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noted that Paraday's one outstanding characteristic in his passivity 
and that the story is not really concerned with the artist's 
responsibility for his own fate, which is partially a result of that 
passivity. Yet that does not mean that Paraday is not a part of 
the ironic comedy of "The Death of the Lion." J.I.M. Stewart, for 
example, notes that "James seems to take for granted an abject 
obedience to society's call. Paraday 'filled his lungs, for the 
most· part, with the comedy of his queerr·a:1:·e·1 ··and fatally visited a 
22 
chilly duke on a wet day." Faraday's bewilderment and naivete are 
so exaggerated as to become comic. The final effect of this story's 
ambiguity, outrageous comedy, and cutting irony is much the same as in 
"The Lesson of the Master." For here·again James is using his 
"operative irony" by writing an insane story to preach sanity. 
James's carefully controlled narrator in "Greville Fane" also 
works to produce an effect of comic ambiguity, although it is 
more subtle here than in either of the two stories disauseed above. 
Nevertheless, critics have noticed that techniq_ue is extremely important 
in this short story. Krishna Vaid, who calls "Gr·eville Fane" an 
anecdote ••• is the careful modulation of the narrator's tone. It 
is not his gift as a raconteur that is being tapped here so much· as 
23 the extent of his control .. over his voice." 
-·- . ··-
Comedy and ambiguity are 
_pres e11 t ·in·-~"cre·ville Fane," but they ar~ more __ gentle than, for exainp.,le .• __ 
the ambigui.ty rais-ed by -st. ·Geo_rge•s· marriage or the cotnedy or-tlie-·011t-
rageous social buffoons in ''The Death of the tion." 
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Fane," the carefully balanced nature of t·he story seems a result __  
of that character's personality. The story itself thus characterizes 
the story's narrator, whose grace seems boundless to, for example, 
Krishna Vaid: '''Greville Fane' is unique among James's shortest. 
fictions in the compression it achieves through a sensitive and 
witty first-person narrator, one who makes the value and charm of 
his narrative rest almost entirely on the truth of his perceptions 
and the polish of his style. He accomplishes the difficult task of 
... 24 
creatin~ sympathy for an absurd character." The portrait of the 
narrator of this tale is indeed masterful, and the temptation to 
. 
identify his wit, grace, and good humor with thos of James the author 
is powerful. Yet we must remember that this narrator is only a 
character of James's own creation and examine carefully that author's 
attitude toward his character. If, this is done, $ome ambiguities are 
raised. 
·The thing that causes us to feel sympathy for the narrator 
of "Greville Fane" is the kind, sensitive way he treats. the foolish 
' Mrs. Storm.er. He is completely ayare of her delusions both as an 
artist and a mother and treats her ironically, yet the irony is 
gentle. He describes her "matronly mild inanimate face" and calls 
her a "dull kind woman" (p. 154).. He claims always to be trying to 
protect her from realizing how bad _ she really is: ''my purpose being 
----~~---·--·· ~- -.,; ~ .. ' ... ----
solely to prevent~her guessing that her daughter had dropped.her.not 
because she was --1JDJDoral but because she was vulgar- (p. 161)... Yet 
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a~~ually, given Greville Fane' s total lack of sense, . the narrator · ~. --
had no choice but to treat her kindly. He says himself that 
-''Greville Fane kept through all her riot of absurdity a witless 
confidence that should have-been as safe from criticism as a stutter .. - - ---;- -· ·-
or a squint" (p. 161}. Krishna Vaid points_ this.,,_out when he says 
that Greville Fane' s ''innocence in artistic and intellectual matters 
••• is so deep that the narrator cannot but take an indulgent view 
25 
of it." Thus, given the character of Greville Fane, there is really 
no other way for the narrator to react to her; if he condemned her 
completely, we would certainly view him as a villain. 
Yet despite the concessions_ that the narrator graciously makes 
" 
to Greville Fane, he is an artist himself and judges her work by his 
own artistic standards, and thus he talks about her b.ad taste and 
vulgarity in a rather high-handed way. This he does even though "she 
made no pretence of producing works of art, but had comfortable 
tea-drinking hours in which she freely confessed herself a common 
pastrycook, dealing in such tarts and puddings as would bring cus-~ . ~~ 
tamers to the shop" (p. 156). l1rs. Stormer writes to support herself 
and her children. Is it right for this breezy, witty narrator to 
impose on her the artistic standards that he believes are the proper 
ones? In a sense, thi~ imposition of ideal standards is similar to 
.- =----~--~~what, takes place in "The Lesson of the Mastefy-'-----exeept---that · there 
the standards were imposed from within;v'·whil~ ____ here they come - from 
' without. It is those standards that allow the narrator to feel 
-
. 
superior to Greville Fane and that allow a cpndescending note to creep 
- \ . -
-
' into his treatment of her. Thus he is merely ''proportionately 'moved'' - ',· 
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when Mrs. Stormer break~. d.owu and sobs. •1·11ce a frlghtened child over 
. -
" 
the ext:inct:ion of her vogue and the exhaustion of her vein" (p. 166),. 
Thus, the picture we get of tbis narrator is amb.i.guous- tba:t 
is, coinplex- in that he is sensitive and perceptive at the same time · 
he is blind to- the- fact: tha'C Greville Fane is not an artist and 
should not be judged as one. The narrator's blindness becomes iron·ie 
when we realize that he is poking ftm at Mrs~ Stormer for the same 
thing: blindness. Ironically also, the narrator accuses Grevi11e 
· Fane of snobbery while he is himsel.f · guilty of the worst kind of 
.. 
literary snobbery. which is certalnly just as -Foolish as Greville 
Fan.e's. There are indications. then, that James's attitude toward 
his narrator in "Greville Fane" might certainly be gently comic and 
The ~ecbnique that James has his narrator use to describe 
Grevi.1le Fane is also gently c~c. The effect of that technique 
is to r011,1d out the character, to make her more complex, and to avoid 
the stereotype of the popular artist that many critics insist on find-
ing in James. Even though Mrs. Stormer is crass and vulgar, she is 
also pathetic and harshly used by both her public and her children. 
hn d n . n26 Kris·· a Vai· cal1s the portrait of Greville Fane comic-pathetic. 
This points to another function for James's de.licate comic teclmique: 
-·--·--------·-------~--·-- •· -·- --it was the best wa.Y .he could_, deal with the . pathetic foolishness of 
- -- --- ---------. -- --- ----
.. 
. ..,-- . ·---- - -- -Grevill-e--Fane without seeming outrage<?~ly sentimen~c1:l~ In "Greville 
:Wane," James's comedy allows him to maintain a relatively balanced view 
for him must have been a sensitive subj:ect: 
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and Mrs. ·Stormer's complex, ambiguous nature comes through clearly • 
... ---
.In each of the three stories discussed above, James's 
technique of comic ambiguity serves to add new layers of meaning as 
well as give depth to the ·already obvious ones. Both comedy and 
ambiguity work against allegorical readings and add complexity. 
·-
Henry James's ironic viewpoint in these stories was indeed a steady-
ing one, for it prevented overwhelming emotionalism at the same time 
it made clear James' s deep belief in and love of art. Unf ortiunately, 
because James was a writer h-imself, many critics tend to overlook 
the technique in the stories about writers and view them merely as 
critical statements. Yet James's technique is most important in 
these stories because it lifts them beyond the realm of critical 
essays and into the realm of fiction. Comic _ambiguity gave James 
the best of both worlds: fiction and criticism. 
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